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2.1 EXISTING
CONDITIONS
To gain a baseline understanding of the existing
Jacksonville Downtown Investment Authority (DIA)
parks, the project team reviewed the existing
conditions of the system. This review focused on an
inventory of existing properties and amenities; as
well as an in-depth look at the current utilization of
these parks, park plans currently in the pipeline that
may impact the existing offerings, and current and
projected demographics within the DIA.

in the community—pointing to possible areas of
improvement. Review of existing park planning
efforts sheds light on improvements in the pipeline,
which may impact where gaps are identified in the
next step of the process. Finally, a review of the
current demographics and projected growth helps
identify how current demographics impact current
utilization rates, and how utilization may change as
the downtown population grows.

Each section of the existing conditions inventory
provides unique insights into the current state
of Jacksonville DIA parks. The inventory of
existing properties, combined with the utilization
summary, provides key data as to the state of the
current parks and how these are being received
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Inventory
Understanding the current park
offerings within the Jacksonville
Downtown Investment Authority
(DIA) is imperative in understanding
the successes and weaknesses of
the current park system. To gain
this understanding the project team
visited each park and conducted
field assessments detailing the
availability and condition of various
amenities on each individual site.
The inventory included a collection
of existing amenities through
geographic information system (GIS)
technology, images, and detailed
field notes evaluating the quality of
the space. Additionally, City staff
accompanied the project team at
various parks to provide additional
insight on the history, use, and future
plans for certain amenities.
The field inventory and assessment
of existing parks helps to shape
recommendations for facilities
that may be improved or may
serve to provide opportunities
for improvement of the system as
identified through the gaps and
needs assessment.
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Northbank

Public Facilities: Existing Conditions
The Northbank is composed of five residential districts (Brooklyn, LaVilla,
Church, Central Core, and Cathedral), along with two non-residential
districts (Sports & Entertainment and Working Waterfront) outside the scope
of this study. There are a total of 15 parks on the Northbank, including the
Northbank Riverwalk and proposed expansion of McCoy’s Creek Park and
Hogan Creek Greenway Park.
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Riverwalk: Northbank
The Northbank Riverwalk starts at the Riverside Arts Market underneath the Fuller Bridge and runs east along the
Northbank of the St. Johns River, terminating at Catherine Street. Along this route, pedestrians will find sculptures,
murals, trash receptacles, drinking fountains, lighting, and multiple seating areas as well as docks and kayak
launches. The Riverwalk also serves as a connector to adjacent businesses, residential towers, parks, and water
taxis.
Multiple locations along the Northbank are under construction, and the adjacent paths are in excellent condition.
However, portions of the walk need repair. There are large cracks and missing portions of paving along the walk,
as well as long segments of guardrail that are loose from heavy rusting. Some benches are also showing signs of
wear, with paint peeling on wooden members that are prone to environmental damage at the waterfront location.
Riverfront erosion has also caused washout of vegetation and irrigation along the river’s edge. Parts of the existing
seawall are composed of construction debris, which could be replaced with more aesthetic rip-rap or densely
planted to hide and reinforce the existing rip-rap.
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Northbank Riverwalk RAM
The Northbank Riverwalk Riverside Arts Market (RAM) is a public square
and event space occupying the space underneath the I-95 bridge. The
space includes parking, stepped seating and a stage, and a concessions/
restroom building. On Saturdays, the space is activated with a weekly market
featuring artists and farmers, as well as vendor tents and yoga on the stage.
The Northbank Riverwalk RAM provides a connection between the Brooklyn
downtown neighborhood and Riverside.
Overall, the space is well maintained but showing signs of wear from use
and environmental conditions. Like much of the Northbank Riverwalk, the
RAM site suffers from washout missing vegetation in sections. The permeable
pavers on site have similar issues, with large gaps between pavers allowing
the aggregate to wash out, creating an uneven surface. Wood-slatted
benches in this environment are prone to warping and peeling and should be
replaced with a more durable metal option.
Extending further underneath the I-95 bridge, the future Artist Walk will
provide a connection to the RAM.

Northbank
Riverwalk

Northbank
Riverwalk RAM
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Brooklyn Park
Brooklyn Park is located at corner of Jackson and Elm Street. The park consists
of an open field, walkway, and lit full-court basketball court with four additional
hoops. There is head-end parking on the southeast side of the park.
At the time of the assessment, the park amenities are in average condition.
The lighting fixtures have exposed electrical components. There is a newly
constructed development to the southeast of the park. Future development of
McCoy’s Creek will include updates to Brooklyn Park with amenities such as a
nature themed park, open play area, and a kayak launch, moving more active
amenities to nearby J.S. Johnson Park.

McCoy's
Creek Park

Brooklyn Park

J.S.
Johnson
Park
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J.S. Johnson Park
Located in the block between Spruce and Chelsea Street, J.S. Johnson Park has a small building along Jackson
Street. The Senior and Community Center includes a kitchen, game room, and craft rooms, which could not be
assessed at the time of inventory due to the COVID-19 pandemic. However, the outdoor park amenities were
accessible. These include multiple-age playground structures, tennis and sport court, shelter, raised garden area,
picnic area with grills, and parking.
All amenities show heavy signs of use but remain in usable condition. The picnic/grilling area is highly used by the
neighboring community. During the time of assessment, the population of users to this amenity increased.

Brooklyn Park

J.S.
Johnson
Park
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Myrtle Avenue Park
Myrtle Avenue Park is located at the northeast intersection of South Lake
Myrtle Avenue and McCoy Creek Boulevard. The park provides a single
basketball hoop and a sheltered picnic area. The northern edge backs onto
McCoy Creek.
Park amenities were in good condition. The absence of walkways do not
accommodate ADA users. Future plans for McCoy’s Creek Greenway
integrate this park to provide open areas and floodplain restoration.

McCoy's
Creek Park

Myrtle
Avenue Park
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Sidney J. Gefen Riverwalk Park
Located at the end of Alfred I. Dupont Place, the Sidney J. Gefen Park connects to the Northbank Riverwalk. The
semi-circular-shaped walk provides bench seating, a multi-use lawn, and a pedestrian/bike connection to the
Northbank Riverwalk. A FIND grant-funded natural kayak launch provides ADA access to the water. There is a large
parking lot at the entrance of the park, which is one of the few public parking locations specifically for Riverwalk use
and provides access to the waterfront for Jacksonville residents.
All park features, including the landscape, are well maintained through a maintenance agreement with Fidelity
National Financial. The landscape portion of Riverwalk that is connected to Sidney J. Gefen Riverwalk Park needs
additional planting and increased maintenance.

Gefen Park
Northbank
Riverwalk
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Main Street Pocket Park
The Main Street Pocket Park is located on Main Street across from the Main
Branch of the Jacksonville Public Library. The park consists of a series of
terraced green spaces that stretch the block of East Duval and East Monroe
Street with a wide plaza along Main Street. The space’s primary use is for
gatherings/events.
Additional planters have been added along the seatwalls to discourage
the homeless population from sleeping in the park. While there are no
permanent seating amenities, Downtown Vision Inc. programs the space
during lunch hours, providing tables, chairs, additional lighting, and staff.

Main St
Pocket Park
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Bay and Broad Pocket Park
Located at the intersection of Bay and Broad Streets, Bay and Broad Pocket
Park is a small park with native landscaping and no amenities. Although
the plant material was in good to excellent condition, the space itself is not
designed for any activities other than being a pedestrian route.
Due to high population of homeless individuals in the area, benches have
been removed from the park.

Bay & Broad
Pocket Park
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Corkscrew Park
Hidden under the Northbank of the Acosta Bridge, Corkscrew Park gets its name from the series of ramps located on
the west side of the park. These ramps spiral to form a “corkscrew”. Corkscrew Park provides amenities for active
users. Users have to walk a minimum of one block to access the park, as no public parking is provided. At the center
of the space is a fitness-integrated sculpture that visitors use to work out. Additionally, two artificial lawns are utilized
for other exercises. Other amenities include a drinking fountain, café seating, restroom facility, and digital pedestrian
counter.
The active amenities seem to be newly installed and are in excellent condition. During the assessment, the fitness
sculpture and both artificial lawns were being used. The corkscrew ramp and connecting bridge were in good
condition. DVI staff activate and manage the space, providing moveable fitness equipment such as weights and
bands. A pedestrian counter helps collect data on usage of the space.
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James Weldon Johnson Park
James Weldon Johnson Park is a large park comprising the entire block adjacent to the Museum of Contemporary
Art and Jacksonville City Hall. The park’s eclectic mix of amenities include fountains, seating areas, sculptures,
and kids’ play zone that accommodate all age groups and a variety of activity levels. A sculpture garden lines the
eastern edge along Laura Street. A cafe space and stage provide opportunities for weekly lunch performances. A
larger stage can host larger community events. The western edge of the park serves as a connection point to the
Skyway (monorail system).
At the time of this assessment, all park fountains were undergoing maintenance. Additionally, the confederate
monument had been removed. The existing furnishing and amenities were in good condition, with graffiti noted on
the giant mouth sculpture.

James Weldon
Johnson Park
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Jessie B. Smith Memorial Park
The Jessie B. Smith Memorial Park is a small pocket park located at the
intersection of East Forsyth and South Newnan Streets. The park’s only
feature is an abstract sculpture among a palette of native landscaping. There
is no seating provided for in the park.
The grassy area within the park can be utilized to have tents set up for events,
and is located directly across the Florida Theater—providing a venue for
use before and after shows. Despite this, the park serves little function and
activation for daily use.

Jessie
B. Smith
Pocket Park
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Lift Ev’ry Voice and Sing
Located in the empty grassed parcel at the northwest corner of Houston and
Lee Streets, Lift Ev’ry Voice and Sing Park contains three simple historical
signs set in the lawn, along with low chain and post stations at the perimeter.
The park receives regular mowing but does not qualify as an ADA surface.
Lack of signage and wayfinding may cause confusion as to the location of
the park and associated vehicle parking.
The park is set to be redeveloped into a cultural park, with a new plan to be
executed 2021–2022.

Lift Ev'ry
Voice and
Sing Park
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Ritz Pocket Park
The Ritz Pocket Park is located west of the Ritz Theater and Museum. The space is contained by raised planters
around the perimeter, with an open circular plaza with a compass in the center.
The planting area has multiple areas of exposed soil, along with dead trees that have not been replaced. Large
amounts of trash were identified in the utility area of the southern raised planter. Portions of the bricks on the walls
and light fixtures were chipped or broken.
The park is set to be redeveloped into a cultural park, with a new plan to be executed 2021–2022, capitalizing on
its proximity to the Ritz Theater as a cultural link to the LaVilla neighborhood.

Ritz
Pocket
Park
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Water and Broad Pocket Park
Located under the overpass of Acosta Bridge at the intersection of Water
and Broad Streets is vacant space with a time capsule on the north side and
seating areas to the south. The space is bisected by a busy street (Water
Street), with crossings at the corners of the blocks.
At the time of this inventory, the location was heavily occupied by homeless
individuals and had large volumes of trash. The paving areas located at the
seating areas are uneven and not compliant with ADA standards.

Water & Broad
Pocket Park
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Southbank

Public Facilities: Existing Conditions
The Southbank contains the Southbank district and five existing parks,
including both the Southbank Riverwalk and Treaty Oak Park.
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Riverwalk: Southbank
The Southbank Riverwalk runs along the Southbank of the St. Johns River from the Duval County School Board
building at Broadcast Place to the River City Brew building at San Marco Boulevard—primarily extending over the
water except for portions in front of Friendship Fountain. The Riverwalk provides various amenities to pedestrian
users. Along this route, pedestrians will find sculptures, trash receptacles, drinking fountains, lighting, and gathering
spaces. The Riverwalk also serves as a connector to adjacent businesses, residential towers, parks, and water taxis.
The water’s edge can be a harsh environment for many furnishing materials; however, furnishings appeared in
good condition at the time of assessment. Along The Riverwalk, LED color-changing uplights have been installed
incorrectly, causing many to have water damage. Broken light fixtures should be replaced with more durable lighting
installed correctly. The paving along the walks in some areas is uneven, with minimal shade on hot days. Because this
park extends primarily over the river, it is lacking in green space and vegetation to soften the hardscape and provide
spaces for lingering.
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St. John’s River Park (Friendship Fountain)
Located along the Southbank of St. Johns River next to the Museum of Science and History, this park provides
amenities for various ages and levels of activity. The huge circular Friendship Fountain at its center has water jets
that can spray up to 120 feet. Surrounding spaces include trellis structures, terraced seatwalls, and picnic facilities
and benches. Park amenities were in good condition. At the time of assessment, the circular fountain was under
renovation. Water quality of the fountain was in good condition with fully functional nozzles; however, the submersed
light fixtures were inundated with water.
St. John’s River Park is set to receive a number of improvements to help activate this park, such as a completely
upgraded Friendship Fountain, themed play area, and other major improvements detailed later in this report. In
addition to these improvements, the park is set to expand to the west as part of a redevelopment agreement between
the DIA and River City Brewery.

Southbank
Riverwalk

Friendship
Fountain
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Treaty Oak Park (Jessie Ball Dupont Park)
Located in the northwest block of South Main Street and Prudential Drive, Treaty Oak Park provides historical
signage and monuments regarding the history of Jacksonville. The centerpiece of the park is a giant-specimen live
oak with a boardwalk path meandering around its base. While the park’s main focus is Treaty Oak, there are other
canopy trees on the site, and parking is available on the perimeter. Because of the large root system, improvements
to the site should be cautious not to cause harm to the sensitive soil system.
In general, the park is very well maintained, and all sidewalks and gateway features are in good condition.
However, there are some signs of wear on the boardwalk, and the uplighting on the tree is in disrepair.

Jessie Ball
DuPont
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St. John’s Park
St. John’s Park is a small pocket park along Riverplace Blvd. It features a
small seating area and trash receptacles. The park provides a small place
for respite for residents in the Southbank area. The park is functional, but has
some uneven paving that could be better integrated into the new streetscape.

St. Johns
Park
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Private Recreational Facilities
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

220 Riverside
Brooklyn Riverside Apartments
Lofts at LaVilla
Lofts at Jefferson
Church and Market St. Apartments
Plaza Condominium
Berkman
Hyatt Regency Jacksonville
Omni Jacksonville Hotel
Cummer Museum of Arts and Gardens
Ritz Theatre & Museum
Museum of Contemporary Art
Merrill Museum House
Florida State College (ESOL)
Riverside Presbyterian Day School
Basilica of the Immaculate Conception
St. John’s Cathedral
YMCA: Bank of America Tower
YMCA: First Coast
YMCA: Winston Family
VyStar Veterans Memorial Arena
TIAA Bank Field
The Strand
Peninsula of Jacksonville
SoBa Apartments
Hampton Inn
DoubleTree
Venue 841
Bishop Kenny High School
Assumption Catholic School
Chappell School – San Marco
Fitness Pursuits
Crucible CrossFit
Result Fitness
Baptist Medical Center Jacksonville
UF Health Pediatric Multispecialty Center
Wolfson Children’s Hospital
Baptist Health Southbank Plaza
Dogtopia
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Catalog of Amenities
Northbank
Residential Developments
220 Riverside
220 Riverside Ave.

• Pool
• Fitness Center
• Outdoor Grills/Picnic
• Dog Park w/ wash
• Amphitheater
• Multiuse lawn
• Fountain
• Overlook
Brooklyn Riverside Apartments
100 Magnolia St

• Pool
• Fitness Center
• Yoga
• Pet Park
Lofts at LaVilla
995 Water St.

• Fitness Center
Lofts at Jefferson

Cultural
Cummer Museum of Arts and
Gardens

Fitness/Recreational Center
YMCA: at the Bank of America
Tower

• Fountains
• Gardens
Ritz Theater & Museum

• Fitness Center
YMCA: First Coast

829 Riverside Ave.

829 N Davis St.

• Ritz Pocket Park – Serves as
Outdoor Space
Museum of Contemporary Art
(MOCA)
333 N Laura St.

• James Weldon Johnson Park –
Serves as Outdoor Space
Merrill Museum House –
Jacksonville Historical Society
317 A Philip Randolph Blvd.

• Gardens

799 Water St.

Schools
Florida State College (ESOL)

• Fitness Center
• Dog Park
Church and Market St. Apartments
• Pool
Plaza Condominium

501 W. State St.

• Cancer Survivors Park
• Walks and Bridges
• Sculpture
Riverside Presbyterian Day School

• Pool
• Fountain
Berkman

• Track
• Basketball
• Playground (Multiple Ages)

• Tennis (2 Courts)
• Pool
• Fitness Center
• Lawn – City Owned/Maintained

Churches
Basilica of the Immaculate
Conception

40 E. Bay St.

100 S. Liberty St.

Hotels/Hospitality
Hyatt Regency Jacksonville
225 E. Coastline Dr.

• Pool/Fitness Center
Omni Jacksonville Hotel

830 Oak St.

121 E Duval St.

• Fountains
• Gardens
St. John’s Cathedral
256 E. Church St.

• Gardens

245 Water St.

• Pool/Fitness Center
• Plaza
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50 N. Laura St. #D

40 E. Adams St. Suite 210

• Fitness Center
• Exercise Studio
• Basketball – Indoor
• Pool – Indoor
• Kidzone
YMCA: Winston Family
221 Riverside Ave.

• Track – Indoor
• Lap Pool – Indoor
• Pool
• Basketball – Indoor
• Short Court (2)
• Volleyball – Indoor
• Fitness Center
• Exercise Studios
• Playground
Sports Complex
VyStar Veterans Memorial Arena
300 A Philip Randolph Blvd.

• Baseball Grounds
• Basketball
• Ice Hockey
• Events & Movies
• Fitness Center
TIAA Bank Field
1 TIAA Bank Field Dr.

• Football Field
• Practice Field
• Fitness Center
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Southbank
Residential Developments
The Strand

Schools
Bishop Kenny High School

Hospital
Baptist Medical Center Jacksonville

• Fitness Center
• Pool
• Firepits
• Outdoor Grills/Picnic
Peninsula of Jacksonville

• Soccer (2 Fields)
• Baseball (3 Fields)
• Tennis (6 Courts)
• Track
• Basketball (2 Full Courts)
• Outdoor Seating
Assumption Catholic School

• Library
UF Health Pediatric Multi-specialty
Center

• Baseball
• Soccer
• Playground (Multiple Age)
• Fountain
Chappell School – San Marco

1660 Prudential Dr.

1401 Riverplace Blvd.

1431 Riverplace Blvd.

• Fitness Center
• Pool
SoBa Apartments
1444 Home St.

• Fitness Center
• Pool
• Outdoor Kitchen
• Pet Waste Stations
• Bike Storage

1055 Kingsman Ave.

2431 Atlantic Blvd.

1301 Riverplace Blvd #1200

• Playground

Hotel/Hospitality
Hampton Inn

Fitness/Recreational Center
Fitness Pursuits

• Pool
DoubleTree

• Strength Training
• Fitness Classes
Crucible CrossFit

1331 Prudential Dr.

1201 Riverplace Blvd.

• Pool
Venue 841

841 Prudential Dr.

• Riverwalk
• Large Event Lawn
• Large Event Plaza

800 Prudential Dr.

841 Prudential Dr. Suite 1900

Wolfson Children’s Hospital
800 Prudential Dr.

• Ronald McDonald Family Room
Baptist Health Southbank Plaza
Retail
Dogtopia

1075 Hendricks Ave.

• Private Dog Park
• Dog Run

841 Prudential Dr.

1328 Vine St.

• Strength Training
• Circuit Training (High Intensity)
Result Fitness
1514 Nira St.

• Strength Training
• Circuit Training (High Intensity)
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Utilization
Downtown Jacksonville’s main downtown parks share a common thread in
that all could be utilized more significantly and more efficiently. However,
the key to the park utilization summary is that current park programming and
amenities do not, for the most part, provide the types of uses and activities
that polling has demonstrated is most in demand by potential park users—
i.e., residents, workers, and visitors. A further breakdown of polling results
can be found on p. 64.
Placer Data, foot-traffic analytics collected through mobile devices, was
used for some of the downtown parks to evaluate usage over the course of
respective years, from 2019 and 2020. However, in-person data collection
by DIA Ambassadors proved to be more specific and, thus, more useful
to determine actual on-the-ground utilization. The methodology includes
tracking users, sorted by age group, at different times of day and days of
the week. No personal interviews were conducted, so certain components—
namely age—were based on observation. Usage was further divided into
passive versus active use, as well as the types of activities, e.g., food/
drink, active, relaxing. Lastly, individuals appearing to be experiencing
homelessness were also tabulated. Since observations were not made
throughout a calendar year, the sample size is assumed to be indicative
of larger trends, with the recognition that there may be variation over time.
Further, the ramifications of COVID-19 restrictions and preferences may skew
observation; for example, fewer downtown office workers and fewer tourists
would potentially result in fewer observed users.
Even within the generalization that downtown parks could be utilized
more significantly and efficiently, utilization strata exist such that the current
inventory of parks can be broken down into low or no use, moderate use,
and higher use. It is important to note that none of the observed parks
appear to be at maximum capacity for “normal” usage.
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Low Use
A number of existing parks had no or extremely low use observed at different
times of day and different days of the week. Since there is recognition that
current park programming does not meet the demands, or “wish lists,” of
potential users, these low-use parks should be targets for programming to
meet such needs. Further, given that there are programmatic gaps throughout
downtown, these parks can also be targeted to help fill those gaps.
Among the low-use parks, the following demonstrated no usage during firsthand observations:
• Jessie B. Smith Park
• Lift Ev’ry Voice and Sing Park
• Myrtle Avenue Park
• Ritz Pocket Park
• Bay & Broad Park
• Brooklyn Park
• Main Street Park
• Water & Broad Park
These parks are downtown assets that are not creating any value for
potential park users. Without such usage, it is expected that there is little or
no community “ownership” of these parks, thereby presenting opportunities
for new and experimental programming opportunities. Additionally, some
parks may be active detriments to the success of the parks network. While an
empty park obviously does little to “market” itself, a park populated primarily
by homeless individuals actively discourages users from entering the park.
Therefore, these parks should strive to create small pockets of programming
and activation to slowly build a constituency of park users and establish a
personality for the individual parks.
Lastly, Treaty Oak Park has some users, but those users appear to be almost
entirely pass-through users traveling from one place to another. This is an
advantage in that some portion of the population is actually utilizing the
park, but steps are needed to encourage dwell time.
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Moderate Use
Moderate-use parks exhibit reliable user groups, albeit with lower numbers
and less variation across when those users are in the park. These include:
• Gefen Park
• J.S. Johnson Park
• James Weldon Johnson Park
The aforementioned parks provide a reliable base upon which to build,
capitalizing on those uses or activities being performed by existing users.
At Gefen Park, for example, there is light use among 21- to 39-year-olds
walking or running in the park during the week. On weekends, even lighter
usage was observed, primarily of individuals relaxing passively in the park.
While this alone would not be much to build on, the fact that there is a steady
stream of users—regardless of the relatively low numbers—presents the park
as safe.
Similarly, J.S. Johnson Park has a lunchtime crowd of primarily 21- to
39-year-olds during the week. Activation of the park should meet the group
where they are by focusing first on lunchtime scheduling or simple, short
programming options. Shade should also be a primary consideration.
Lastly, James Weldon Johnson Park has strong lunchtime crowds eating and
drinking throughout the week—both on weekdays and weekends—but is
grouped in the moderate-use category because of the time concentration
in which those users congregate. Decent weekday morning use by a wide
range of age groups (observed as 21- to 64-year-olds), demonstrates much
potential, even if those users are primarily pass-through visitors. The lunchtime
crowds are strong, but more consistent users throughout the day, likely
achieved through capturing the pass-through users, will make the park feel
even more active.

Higher Use
Finally, a few downtown parks exhibit a high level of utilization, thus
showing the potential for downtown parks to attract users throughout the day
and on different days of the week. These include:
• Corkscrew Park
• St. John’s River Park (Friendship Fountain)
• Northbank
• Southbank
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In their own ways, these parks show what the demand polling
demonstrates—active programming and access to the water’s edge are
desirable and, if provided, will be utilized.
Corkscrew Park, for example, has consistent morning crowds throughout the
week utilizing exercise equipment and working out, even through the current
COVID situation. This is mostly a 21- to 39-year-old age group; however,
different types of equipment and/or classes targeted at different age groups
could build upon the already popular uses. Perhaps more than any other
downtown park, Corkscrew Park shows that targeted amenities can attract a
steady following.
Friendship Fountain, Northbank, and Southbank can be lumped together
from a utilization standpoint. As is the case in cities throughout the U.S. (and,
indeed, throughout the world), waterfront access is a draw, in and of itself.
Walking, running, and to a lesser extent, biking, are popular all days of the
week. While the 21- to 64-year-old age group comprises the most common
user, all age groups are represented. Of note, weekend lunchtime is the least
popular for Northbank and Southbank, but this may be an aberration based
on a lack of tourists during COVID.

Conclusion
While Jacksonville’s downtown parks enjoy some success in attracting
varying user groups at different times of day and days of the week, there
are significant utilization gaps across a broad collection of these parks.
Combined with polling data and public meeting feedback, the overall
conclusion is that the parks largely do not provide that which is in demand—
namely waterfront access and active programming. While programming
can take on many different forms and varying levels of intensity, it is clear
that waterfronts and programming are the commonalities across those
Jacksonville parks that are most heavily utilized.
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Existing Plans and Studies
The Existing Conditions analysis also contained a review of Existing Plans and Studies, including
existing planning efforts as well as an inventory of proposed improvements to existing parks. These
plans and in-progress projects influence the baseline for future recommendations as they influence
the approach to parks and park offerings within the DIA.

2018 Riverfront Design Guidelines and
Activity Nodes Plan
The Riverfront Design Guidelines and Activity Nodes Plan aimed to provide design guidance to
the City of Jacksonville to capitalize on the growth opportunities existing within the riverfront, and
encompass improvements in both the Northbank and Southbank Districts.
The document was divided into two main components:
Design Guidelines
The Design Guidelines provided a standard look for the riverfront to reinforce its identity and
create a sense of place. Recommendations included wayfinding, outdoor lighting, materials
palette, and landscaping.

Riverfront Design Guidelines and Activity Nodes Plan, 2018
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Activation Strategy
The Activation Strategy aimed to identify specific catalyst sites within the riverfront that could serve to highlight
the area’s rich history and identity as a way of generating increased activity and repeat visits to the riverfront.
Conceptually, the plan looks at primary and secondary activity nodes linked through the St. John’s Ribbon Riverwalk
as a primary draw.
Of the identified nodes, a few are particularly pertinent to this report, providing additional key amenities and
connection points for DIA residents:
• Performing Arts Centre
• St. John’s River Park (Friendship Fountain)
• Hogan’s Creek
• McCoy’s Creek
• River’s Edge

St. John’s
Ribbon Riverwalk provides a unifying device for activity nodes in the area. This systematic framework
pproach:The
Green
Ribbon
can be applied beyond the activity nodes identified in this plan to parks adjacent to The Riverwalk, classifying those
as components in The Riverwalk system of green space.
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Public Facilities:
Proposed Improvements

A

Brooklyn
A

McCoy’s Creek
Restoration of McCoy’s Creek will include an extension that will connect to the St. Johns River and continue
west to Leland Street. This trail system will focus on connectivity of public parks, neighboring communities,
and the Emerald Trail—simutaneously enhancing the pedestrian experience and restoring the ecosystem and
floodplain.
Along the trail, users will have access to a multitude of features for both active and passive recreation, such as
overlooks, fishing dock, pavilions, and kayak launch. Points of interest also found on the trail will be outdoor
workout equipment, multi-purpose lawns, community gardens, outdoor learning spaces, and a plaza for
farmers markets and other events. Throughout the space, benches, trash receptacles, bike racks, and drinking
fountains will also be provided.
Restoration of the ecosystem along McCoy’s Creek will focus on improving water quality and reducing
flooding by restoring the floodplain with all native landscape materials—implementing swales, vegetated
native hydric hammocks, enhancing wetlands, and additional lagoons. The existing channel will restored in
pattern and profile to be more stable.
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MUSICAL PLAY

PAVING

FORMAL LAWN

GARDEN SPACE

SHADE STRUCTURES

TIMES UNION CENTER FOR PERFORMING ARTS
APRIL, 2019
CITY OF JACKSONVILLE
PARKS, RECREATION AND COMMUNITY SERVICES DEPARTMENT

Times Union Center for Performing Arts Master Plan, 2019

Proposed Riverfront Plaza design
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A

B

Central Core
A

B

Riverwalk Northbank: Times Union Center for Performing Arts
Music is at the center of the theme for the proposed design. In the middle will be a treble clef-shaped walk
that will stretch from the building to refurbished overlook over the water’s edge. The existing lawn area to
the west will be expanded to create a circular formal lawn and viewing area for livestream projection of
symphony and theater performances on the CSX eastern facade. The plaza and parking on the east side will
be converted to an interactive musical play area. A sweeping walk will tie the spaces together with pockets
of garden spaces shaped by musical notes, which include interactive art installations that highlight composers,
musicians, and songs with Jacksonville connections, including Delius, Johnson Brothers, Lynyrd Skynyrd, Ray
Charles, and Derek Trucks. The existing overlooks at the west and east ends will have “sculpture-like” shade
structures featuring laser cutout song lyrics casting shadows on The Riverwalk. A synchronized light/sound/
cinema show is being produced, which will project on the facade of the building and Friendship Fountain
connecting both sides of the river.
Riverfront Plaza (Formerly The Landing)
Riverfront Plaza, the site of the former Landing development, is currently under RFP design competition to
create an emblematic space for the City of Jacksonville. The design competition includes design for both
the park and a monumental sculpture that will become a recognizable feature of the Jacksonville riverfront.
Design should include outdoor lawn event space, connectivity to and from the riverfront, restroom, shade,
integrated art and landscape, and iconic art with lighting components to be incorporated into the nightly
riverfront light show. The design must consider the history of the site as well as the established Riverwalk and its
network of parks and public spaces.
Additionally, the design must address the removal of the vehicular on-ramp to the Main Street Bridge, which
currently provides pedestrian access to the site. A new pedestrian and cyclist connection must be incorporated
into the improved site.
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LaVilla
A

B

Lift Ev’ry Voice and Sing
Geometries reflecting the historical Sanborn
map of the historic building locations are the
inspirations found throughout the design. At the
center of the historic site is a shotgun house which
will serve as the backdrop for the abutting stage.
A terraced seating area and “lifted” rectangular
lawn will be contained by a retaining wall and
fountain with sculptural lifted letters along the
northern side. The southern areas of the site will
have a passive garden outlined by the historic
home site of the Johnson brothers with seating and
an area for commemorative elements. Defining
the western edge will be a poets walk with
benches and lights. Lee Street and the intersection
at West Adams will have specialty paving added
with catenary lights, providing a spill over space
along Lee Street for event programming.
Colored Waiting Room
Adjacent to the intersection of Park and Bay
Streets, this linear seating area stretches from
the back of curb of Park Street to the waiting
room of the terminal. The hardscape will have
commemorative text embedded throughout and
connected to the Emerald Trail.

C

The Ritz Pocket Park
Located at the southwest corner of West State and
North Davis Streets, the redesign will feature a
large tree-lined lawn area with a commemorative
sculpture at its center. The Plaza areas will frame
the park and make use of decorative paving
in a linear pattern. The space will be visually
connected to the Ritz Theatre and Museum by
catenary lighting and replicating the decorative
paving and linear pattern.

D

LaVilla Arts Gateway Park
Located between Beaver and Union Streets, the
LaVilla Arts Gateway Park focuses on creating
a gateway into the LaVilla neighborhood,
celebrating the innovation and entrepreneurship
of LaVilla’s arts era. The park will include space
for flexible pop-up programming fostering the
artistic community in the neighborhood.

E

Emerald Trail: Model Mile
Meandering north from Stonewall along Park
and Lee Streets to State Street, the Emerald Trail:
Model Mile incorporates features proposed
for the entire Emerald Trail. This trail system will
focus on connectivity of neighborhoods and
public parks, such as Lift Ev’ry Voice and Sing
and Dwight Park (which will be renovated with
new playground amenities), while enhancing
the pedestrian experience and minimizing
environmental impacts.
The trail will have wide concrete walks that allow
for two-direction traffic for both bicycles and
pedestrians. In wetland and environmentally
sensitive areas, boardwalks and overlooks will be
incorporated. Bioretention will also be used to
improve water quality and drainage on site. The
theme of the Emerald Trail will be introduced in the
hardscape with green accents along the perimeter
of the walks and in the crosswalks.
The pedestrian experience will be enhanced
by improving safety and comfort. Safety
improvements include ramps with tactile warning
strips; crosswalks with decorative paving and
striping; separation between vehicular and
pedestrian areas with removable bollards and
raised concrete planters; pedestrian crossing
signals; and improved lighting. Overall, user
comfort improvements along the trail will be
achieved by providing benches, trash receptacles,
bike racks, drinking fountains with dog bowls, and
enhanced planting. If feasible, road diets would
also be implemented to enhance pedestrian
safety.
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St. John’s Park Concept Plan, 2019

St. John’s Marina
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A
B

C

Southbank Riverwalk
A

Riverwalk Southbank: Friendship Fountain
While the fountain layout will remain the same, the proposed plan will create more greenspaces within the
park. The layout creates separate passive and active recreational subspaces. The park spaces east of the
fountain are activated with large play structures and a splash pad. The west area expands into the existing
picnic area adjacent to River City Brewing Company. This space has been redefined with a newly configured
picnic area and gardens. South of the fountain are a series of terraced seatwalls. The park will be themed
around exploration of the St. Johns River, and will incorporate interpretative panels on the exterior of the pump
building and a new concession/restroom building near the Main St. Bridge. The fountain redesign will lower
the outer wall to allow interaction, upgrade jets, and add speakers and lighting to stage regularly scheduled
shows.

B

Riverwalk Southbank: St. John’s Marina
The existing wood members and pilings are to be removed above the mudline. The existing bulkhead will
remain. A new wood deck will be built to a similar width and length. A railing system composed of wood
post and cap with a galvanized metal mesh insert will be added. Light fixtures aligning the boardwalk will be
added.

C

River’s Edge
River’s Edge is 32-acre development parcel that will include a combination of residences, retail, and office
space as well as the development of four new parks.
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River’s Edge: Parks

Plans for River’s Edge currently include four parks, with three in the
conceptual design phase. River’s Edge development focuses on
a health and wellness theme, which extends to its approach in the
public sphere—with interactive health elements such as public art that
responds to heartbeat and kiosks featuring heart research. Concepts
for the parks focus around engaging the riverfront through green
space, as well as providing trails and boardwalks through natural
areas in River’s Edge, allowing for wellness to become an everyday
aspect of residents’ lives. These plans are in the conceptual stage and
are currently being refined.
A

NW Riverfront Park
The NW Riverfront Park serves as an extension of the Southbank
Riverwalk, and includes seating nodes and planting, providing park
users with passive amenities to enjoy the river.

B

Central Park
Central Park will be the main park within River’s Edge, and will serve
as the heart of the community. At the time of our assessment, there were
no specific conceptual plans for this park; however, the park will likely
include event space and public art with a focus on the riverfront.

C

NE Riverfront Park
The NE Riverfront Park continues the Southbank Riverwalk, with a focus
on healthy living amenities. Proposed amenities include a playground,
yoga lawn, and adult exercise opportunities. The Marsh Trail extends
to the east, connecting the NE Riverfront Park to Marshfront Park to the
south.

D

Marshfront Park
Marshfront Park marks the terminus of Marsh Trail, and offers
meditative seating nodes and landscaping to complement this
neighborhood’s focus on health and wellness.
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Population Projections
Downtown Jacksonville is a quickly changing urban landscape, with many
areas of the City slated for redevelopment and growth. Due to this growth,
population projections are necessary to provide a better understanding of
the implications of added population for downtown, particularly pertaining
to park offerings and capacity.
The scenarios below are intended to reflect potential additional population
to be gained by each district upon complete build-out of all developable
and/or redevelopable parcels. The timeframe for achieving build-out is
not contemplated by this analysis; each district is likely to achieve build-out
based on its unique development patterns and demand within each district.
The assumptions were applied based on each of the three scenarios defined
below. This analysis utilized the 2020 Tax Roll as the primary data source.
Scenario 1 reflects the most likely scenario based on current uses and
ownership within each district. Scenario 2 was developed to incorporate
the potential for vacant institutional lands to be used for non-institutional
development, and Scenario 3 was developed to incorporate the potential
for the assembly of small parcels of non-institutional and institutional vacant
lands.
Assumptions applicable to all scenarios:
• Multi-family development density range = 65–75 du/acre
• Multi-family mixed use development density range = 140–180 du/acre
(upper-story apartments w/ ground floor retail)
Scenario 1:
• Developable land = any non-institutional vacant land of 0.5 acres or
more
• Redevelopment land = any non-institutional property of 0.5 acres or more
where the land value accounts for at least 75% of the total property value
Scenario 2:
• Developable land = any vacant land of 0.5 acres or more
• Redevelopment land = any non-institutional property of 0.5 acres or more
where the land value accounts for at least 75% of the total property value
Scenario 3:
• Developable land = any vacant land, regardless of size
• Redevelopment land = any non-institutional property of 0.5 acres or
more where the land value accounts for at least 75% of the total property
value
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Church District
Scenario 1

Scenario 3

Cathedral District
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3
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Central Core District
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3
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Brooklyn District
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Southbank District
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3
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LaVilla District
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3
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2.2 CURRENT
AND FUTURE
GAPS & NEEDS
An in-depth dive into the current and future gaps
and needs existing within the park system identifies
where there is opportunity for growth within the
present system, and what possible trends and
projections may need to be addressed into the
future. A typical Parks and Recreation Needs
Assessment uses a number of quantitative and
qualitative techniques to determine the needs and
priorities of residents, including surveys, level of
service (LOS) analyses, and benchmarking as
well as interviews, social media and websites,
and public workshops. However, these tools rely
on feedback and input from existing residents.
Projecting the needs for the residents of downtown
Jacksonville—most of whom do not yet live in
the area—is far more challenging and further
exacerbated by changing demographics.

Because of the changing and growing demographics
in downtown Jacksonville, this analysis of gaps and
needs considers input from existing residents, as
well as analyses guided toward determining needs
of future residents. An analysis of current public
input combined with amenity service gaps helps
provide a picture of where the system stands today,
as well as the needs reflected by current residents.
Also, demographic profiles and trends analyses
help to project the challenges and opportunities for
growth into the future. Since downtown Jacksonville
is currently experiencing a period of growth, it is
important that this plan anticipates the needs of
prospective downtown residents to both prepare
downtown for future needs and attract key target
residents as part of a larger strategy to create enticing
urban lifestyles throughout downtown.
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Stakeholder & Citizen Involvement
Summary of Public Input Process
Public input for DWNTWNJAX was gathered through an online survey and
virtual public meetings to provide options for residents to engage with the
project development process virtually. For this Parks and Recreation Needs
Assessment and Plan, residents could participate in an online survey as well
as virtual meetings to provide their input on the downtown’s parks. Public
engagement was advertised on social media, and residents could sign up for
updates and meeting notifications through the project website.
Online Survey
January 17–March 22
279 Responses
Virtual Public Meetings
March 16, 17 & 18
26 Attendees
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From Online Survey

From Virtual Public Meetings

Popular Parks
• Riverwalk (Northbank & Southbank) overwhelmingly
most popular
• St. John’s River Park (Friendship Fountain) next, almost
an extension of Southbank Riverwalk
• J.W. Johnson Park significant response

Key barriers
• Parking/access
• Poor/lacking waterfront development
• Nowhere to go
Depot Park in Gainesville mentioned as precedent
• Lack of programming
• Used to getting in cars
• Bridges (bike/pedestrian barrier)
Note: also considered opportunity by others; barrier
moderated if there are “More things to do” across
bridge and if younger demographic becomes more
prevalent
• Downtown is concrete jungle/inhospitable

Activity Preference
• Passive activities most popular – people watching,
eating/drinking, observing wildlife
• After school & playground least popular (perhaps
based on current downtown demographics)
• Boating/kayaking fairly high
• Cultural activities fairly even, with outdoor market/
special event highest
• Walking & biking overwhelmingly most popular
wellness activity
• Recreational activities/sports all low
Neighborhood needs evenly distributed
• Leisure – natural areas highest, boating/kayaking
high, outdoor game tables lowest
• Cultural – museums and amphitheater highest
• Wellness – multi-purpose open space, jogging,
hiking, biking highest
Willingness to travel
• 43% ok with 15–20 minutes
• 31% say 10–15 minutes

Key amenities to consider
• River activation (canoes/kayaks)
• Restrooms
• Shade
• Kid-focused
• Green infrastructure/sustainability
• Bocce/petanque
• Putting green
Precedents
• Tampa
• St. Petersburg
• Louisville
• Chattanooga
• Nashville
• Charleston
• Gainesville (specifically Depot Park)
Miscellaneous
• Flooding considerations
• Consider Cathedral Park as part of study
• Jacksonville Jaguars & CSX as benefactors
• Northbank more popular because direct access to
downtown
• Apartments near hospital will need retail & amenities
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Implications
Results from these public forums point to specific needs and implications
from the existing downtown population, particularly regarding usage of the
downtown park system. Key findings regarding recreation needs included:

Usage

• Monthly park visit most prominent, with very high occurrence of annual
usage
• Coincides with special events/markets as prominent reason for visiting
• This suggests daily use less important currently, but may be a result of
lifestyle regularities that are not yet ingrained in potential users
• Walking/jogging are most common active uses, but passive uses
overwhelmingly predominant
• Eating/drinking, people/river watching
• Riverwalk (North and South) most frequented
• St. John’s River Park (Friendship Fountain) could be considered part of
Riverwalk
• James Weldon Johnson Park highly frequented – likely locational bias

Aspirational Use

• Preponderance of future use preference for museums/cultural
• Water access highly desirable
• Willingness to walk/bike 15–30 minutes for use
• Does not coincide with daily use targets
• Biking, hiking, and nature of high importance

Survey Respondents

• Roughly 65/35 split of female/male respondents
• High female usage is success marker
• Male usage preferences required
• Respondents 90% white
• Increase minority representation in excess of existing demographic
splits
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Conclusions
Jacksonville parks are not a part of the daily routine of downtown residents,
workers, and visitors. Special events dominate as a reason to visit, signifying
the potential of smaller-scale, more frequent programming as demand
drivers. In other words, give potential park visitors a reason to visit and begin
to ingrain such usage as a part of a weekly routine, if not yet daily. Food
and beverage vendors will meet potential visitors’ latent demand for park
usage, given current bias toward passive park use. Smaller-scale, morefrequent programming can meet the demand for aspirational uses related to
culture (art classes, reading rooms, etc.) and more active use (fitness classes,
dancing, etc.).
Overall, recognize that survey respondents are indicating future use as
aspirational (e.g., “I’ll start my diet tomorrow”). While a stated willingness
to walk or bike 15 to 30 minutes is evident in survey data, this does not
coincide with the likelihood of regular usage. Aside from The Riverwalk
(North and South), the existing parks do not present as highly coveted
destinations, again providing a rationale for smaller-scale programming
located 5 to 10 minutes from potential park visitors.
Indications point to the focus going forward as linking existing parks with a
comprehensive programming plan that does not concentrate on special
events, but rather on smaller, more frequent opportunities for engagement.
Programming partners, where possible, can come from the immediate
neighborhood surrounding the respective parks—e.g., a local bookstore can
promote author book talks, a neighborhood yoga studio can host weekly
outdoor classes, and a nearby gallery or studio can lead drawing classes.
Special events can remain as larger draws from an extended catchment
area, but these should not be considered as part of a daily or weeklyuse
park strategy. A cohesive events calendar that includes both smaller, local
happenings as well as larger, special events will indicate a coordinated
parks strategy and educate potential park visitors that on nearly any given
day, at various times of day, there will be a parks activity in which to
participate.
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Analysis of Demographic
Profiles
Demographic profiles provide an idea of park users within the downtown,
and indicate potential interests and preferences displayed by those
demographics. Understanding both the existing and target demographics
can help guide the approach to future improvements in park offerings.
ESRI’s Tapestry Segmentation “divides U.S. residential areas into
65 distinctive segments based on socioeconomic and demographic
characteristics to provide an accurate, detailed description of U.S.
neighborhoods.” Approximately 6,000 residents currently live in downtown
Jacksonville. According to the ESRI Tapestry Segmentation Area Profile, most
of these residents fall within the “Social Security Set”, characterized as 65 or
older, living alone, and on limited income. The current downtown household
size, for example, is only approximately 1.5 residents per unit. A notable
exception are the younger residents drawn to the Southbank district, which
ESRI characterizes primarily as the “Young and Restless” segment.
According to ESRI, the “Young and Restless” recreation and leisure time
preferences include:
• Dancing, playing pool, watching VH1 and Comedy Central programs,
and playing basketball and ping pong;
• Listening to contemporary hits, jazz, rap, hip hop, and dance music
• Purchasing natural/organic food, but also frequenting fast-food
restaurants
The downtown Jacksonville population is expected to reach an ultimately
built-out population ranging from approximately 52,000 to 63,000 (based
on a gross density of 1.7 residents/unit). The City is interested in attracting
a younger, more affluent, and diverse population to downtown, consisting of
millennials, retiring baby boomers, families, and empty nesters.
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As an example, approximately 41% of the population of downtown San
Diego—another warm weather, downtown waterfront redevelopment area
similar to Jacksonville in many ways—are millennials, and another 21% are
Gen X-ers. Research has indicated that they are attracted to downtown for
several reasons, including:
• Walkable urban neighborhoods
• Transit options
• Access to trendy restaurants, craft breweries, coffee houses, eclectic shops
• Access to gyms and yoga studios
• Dog parks and amenities (“Locals joke there are more dogs living
downtown than children”)
• Access to work
• Access to the waterfront
• Multiple parks, open spaces, and pocket parks for residents, workers, and
visitors
• Variety of free outdoor events, including yoga, concerts, and movies
A 2020 article titled “5 Reasons Downtown San Diego is a Great Place to
Live in 2021” states that:
“More baby boomers looking to downsize, and millennials looking
to invest in the market crave the convenience of an urban location.
Although only 10% percent of downtown residents are under
the age of 17, there are plans to increase family-friendly options.
Five of the city’s 20 parks feature playgrounds, and East Village
is planning a family entertainment center and community park in
the near future. Kids downtown attend San Diego City Schools,
including Washington Elementary School, Roosevelt Middle School,
San Diego High School, and San Diego City College. For those
who prefer to rely on public transportation, both the San Diego
Metropolitan Transit System and the San Diego Trolley serve the
area. For the more fitness minded, over 20 miles of bike trails loop
through the city. When residents were asked why they loved living
downtown, their answers were walkability, central location, access to
parks and recreation, and proximity to the ocean and bay.”
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Analysis of National, State, and Local
Recreation Planning Principles and Trends
Current planning principles and trends can also be used to forecast future recreation needs of an incoming
population. First, principles relevant to downtown Jacksonville’s parks and recreation system include:

Parks as Plexus (Barth, 2015)

Parks, civic spaces, streets, trails, stormwater facilities and other elements of the public team should be designed as a
plexus—an integrated system—rather than as individual sites.
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High-Performance Public Spaces (HPPS) (Barth, 2015)

Every public space should be designed to generate economic, social, and environmental benefits, as outlined in the
25 HPPS criteria below:
Economic Criteria
The space:
• creates and facilitates revenuegenerating opportunities for the
public and/or the private sectors
• creates meaningful and desirable
employment
• indirectly creates or sustains
good, living wage jobs
• sustains or increases property
values
• catalyzes infill development
and/or the re-use of obsolete or
under-used buildings or spaces
• attracts new residents
• attracts new businesses
• generates increased business and
tax revenues
• optimizes operations and
maintenance costs (compared to
other similar spaces)

Environmental Criteria
The space:
• uses energy, water, and material
resources efficiently
• improves water quality of both
surface and groundwater
• serves as a net carbon sink
• enhances, preserves, promotes, or
contributes to biological diversity
• is designed with hardscape
materials selected, based on
longevity of service, social/
cultural/historical sustainability,
regional availability, low carbon
footprint, and/or other related
criteria
• provides opportunities to enhance
environmental awareness and
knowledge
• serves as an interconnected node
within larger scale ecological
corridors and natural habitat

Social Criteria
The space:
• improves the neighborhood
• improves social and physical
mobility through multi-modal
connectivity—auto, transit, bike,
pedestrian
• encourages the health and fitness
of residents and visitors
• provides relief from urban
congestion and stressors such
as social confrontation, noise
pollution, and air pollution
• provides places for formal and
informal social gathering, art,
performances, and community or
civic events
• provides opportunities for
individual, group, passive, and
active recreation
• facilitates shared experiences
among different groups of people
• attracts diverse populations
• promotes creative and
constructive social interaction

Placemaking (Project for Public Spaces)

Public space design should be centered around observing, listening to, and asking questions of the people who live,
work, and play in a particular space in order to understand their needs and aspirations for that space and for their
community as a whole. The design should also reflect the physical, cultural, and social identities that define a place
and support its ongoing evolution.

10-Minute Walk Initiative (Trust for Public Land, NRPA)
Every resident should live within a 10-minute walk of a park.

Complete Streets (Michelle Lieberman)

All streets should be designed, built, and operated to enable safe use by everyone—regardless of age, ability, or
mode of transportation.
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Social Equity (Mid America Regional Council)

Residents of all races, economic means, and abilities are welcome and equipped to participate in all aspects of
community life.

Green Infrastructure (Green Infrastructure Center)

Infrastructure should be planned and designed as an interconnected network of a wide range of landscape elements
that support native species, maintain natural ecological processes, sustain air and water resources, and contribute to
the health and quality of life for communities and people.

Healthy Communities (CDC)

Healthy communities decrease dependence on the automobile by building homes, businesses, schools, churches,
and parks closer to one another so that people can more easily walk or bike between them; provide opportunities for
people to be physically active and socially engaged as part of their daily routine; and allow persons, if they choose,
to age in place and remain all their lives in a community that reflects their changing lifestyles and changing physical
capabilities.

Top Trends in Parks & Recreation 2021

Second, in NRPA’s “Parks and Recreation Magazine”, contributor Rich Dolesh recently listed the following Top Trends
in Parks & Recreation 2021:
Permanent Changes from COVID-19
The effects from the pandemic are expected “to reverberate for a long time after we have defeated the virus”.
Implications include continued work from home, diminished use of mass transit, decline of bricks and mortar
businesses, changing land-use patterns, and continued strong interest in parks, trails, and walkable environments.
Also continued expansion of pedestrian spaces in dense urban areas, expansion of outdoor dining on urban streets,
the conversion of streets to bike lanes and trails, and the installation of “parklets” in parking spaces and former travel
lanes. NRPA predicts that the 10 largest cities in the U.S. will reclaim even more usable public space in dense urban
areas by reducing lanes for vehicular travel, expanding pedestrian plazas, and converting former travel corridors to
new linear urban parks.
Operations, Management and Budgets
Due to declines in local and state tax revenues, budgets for parks and recreation operations and management may
be reduced by 25% or more in the coming years.
Stronger Orientation Toward Health Equity and Social Services
The focus on health equity and social services will extend well beyond the pandemic, and will intertwine with a
greater focus on meeting the social needs of communities through initiatives such as food distribution, food pantries,
health screening, daycare for children of essential workers and first responders, and safe places for learning.
There will be a greater focus on well-being and access to parks and green space, leading to greater cross-sector
partnerships with public health departments, school systems, and social service agencies.
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Technology’s Impact and Big Questions about Data Privacy
Parks and recreation systems will continue to embrace new technologies, such as robotic cleaning systems, selfmaintained toilets, autonomous mowing equipment, and semi-autonomous drones for a variety of tasks. Patrons
expect quality Wi-Fi access in parks, and appreciate access to charging station and downloadable content, such as
augmented-reality walks, games, and exhibits. However, there is increasing concern about data privacy, and parks
and recreation administrators should be asking “what data are we collecting on our patrons, what are we doing with
it, and how secure is it?”.
Accelerating Impacts of Climate Change
Higher temperatures, particularly in sunbelt states like Florida, will continue to impact all types of outdoor recreation
and limit the ability of park and recreation agencies to conduct programs, day camps, afterschool programs,
and fitness activities. Health and economic damages of climate change are systemically greater in low-income
communities and those people of color communities. The impacts fall most heavily upon communities with lower
incomes and/or a majority of people of color, which are often the most park-deficient communities in the nation.
In response to climate change, most new parks will be designed with resiliency in mind (see HPPS). Parks will be
increasingly seen as multi-benefit landscapes that protect against flooding, clean and filter stormwater, produce
shade and prevent heat island effects, and promote environmental and social resiliency. In addition—to address
extreme heat—empty mall garages and big-box stores will be converted to park and recreation uses, such as skate
parks, farmers markets, community activity spaces, and recreation program areas. Parks are going underground too,
with unused tunnels and below-ground transportation infrastructure being considered as potential new park sites. For
example, the City of Jacksonville is making great use of its highway underpasses.
Virtual Programs
The COVID-19 pandemic led to innovations such as grab-and-go and take-it-with-you programming, which provide
participants a kit or a grab bag of activities that they can do on their own. Virtual special events that allow people to
watch sports events or concerts via streaming or other remote access will grow in prominence. Virtual competitions
and team events will also increase, such as virtual fishing tournaments, disc golf competitions, fitness activities, and
5K runs. E-sports are also expected to grow, as the pandemic and climate conditions have curtailed youth team
sports activities.

Trends for Urban Areas
Neelay Bhatt of PROS Consulting has identified several related trends for urban areas:
• More workers are choosing a hybrid remote/in-person work situation
• Walkability, biking and micro-mobility will continue to grow
• Significant increase in pet adoption and ownership has occurred during the pandemic, resulting in a need for pet
friendly areas and off-leash spaces
• Micro-targeting for recreation interests – as opposed to only the large gatherings for special events - will be more
tailored to targeted interests such as food and culture
• Touchless / contactless experiences will increase
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Amenity Service Gaps
Service delivery models provide a framework of basic offerings desired throughout the network of downtown parks.
Amenities identified in the service delivery models represent the type of activities a park user in the downtown can
expect to find. By determining service delivery models, it is possible to define where there may be gaps in access to key
amenities. Target facilities and amenities are determined from a combination of needs expressed through public input,
as well as trends observed, with the goal of generating the desired downtown lifestyle.

Service Delivery Models
Public parks form an essential aspect of the livability of a city and its ability to draw in residents and visitors. To provide
a high quality of service, the parks system needs to provide access to a variety of amenities and experiences. These
amenities can be provided at a neighborhood level, within a 5-minute walk of residences, or at a community level,
within a 10- to 15-minute walk of residences, depending on the type of proposed use. Additionally, other amenities,
such as community hubs (e.g., libraries, community centers, social services), kayak launches, green infrastructure, and
technology integration, should be approached on a case-by-case basis.
The table to the right lists a breakdown of individual uses relevant to the Jacksonville DIA, the service delivery model
through which the use is provided, and the minimum square footage required to provide the service within the DIA’s
existing established parks. It is expected that some recreation facilities and programs—especially those requiring a large
footprint such as ballfields and organized athletic leagues—will be provided outside of downtown. The classifications of
service delivery models determined within this table provide an aspirational target against which a gap analysis can be
tested to determine where improvements can occur within the system.

Neighborhood Delivery Model
5-minute walk

The following maps demonstrate access available to various recreational amenities at a neighborhood level or within a
5-minute walk. These facilities are likely to be accessed by residents in their direct vicinity and are primarily focused on
providing access to daily-use amenities, such as play areas, dog runs, and small-scale open spaces.

Community Delivery Model
10- to 15-minute walk

The following maps demonstrate access to various recreational amenities at a community level or within a 10- to
15-minute walk, depending on the amenity. Amenities at the community delivery model scale typically require a larger
footprint and are distributed with greater distances between them. As these amenities typically accommodate more
unique or specialized recreation, users tend to willingly travel greater distances to reach them. Community delivery
model amenities may provide programming such as fitness classes and special events that draw in users from a larger
geographic area. While dog parks do not currently exist within the DIA, these would need to be provided by the
community delivery model within a 15-minute walk.
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Multi-purpose sportscourts, e.g. basketball,
pickleball, tennis with casual spectators areas
Outdoor table games, e.g., ping pong and chess
Variety of comfortable, shaded outdoor seating
Indoor fitness gyms (private or public)
or outdoor gym
Yoga and pilates studios (private or public)
Flexible outdoor space
Dog park with amenities
Dog run
Play area
Destination playground
Interactive water feature or pool
Green infrastructure, including stormwater
treatment, flood mitigation, shoreline stabilization,
continuous tree canopy, and habitat (see HPPS
criteria)
Areas for outdoor dining and food trucks
Libraries, indoor recreation, health, fitness, and
social service centers
Kayak launches, boat docking/access to
boating, boat storage (for private boats),
rentals, and classes
Conversion of underused public spaces for
recreation and special events, e.g., freeway
underpasses
Large-scale concerts/event sppace
Public art/cultural interpretation
Trails (multi-use, bike, blueway)
Rentable shelters
Special use amenities,
e.g., skate parks

8,000

x

Public

Private

Proposed Uses
Multi-purpose lawns
Dog run, art show, playing catch, laying in the sun
Large multi-purpose lawn for special events,
pick-up games, etc.

Minimum
Size (sf)

Community

Target Facilities and
Amenities Service
Delivery Models

Neighborhood
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Service Area Programs

x 5-min walk

43,560

x

x 15-min walk

12,000

x

x 10-min walk

x
x

x 5-min walk
x
Market
x
driven
Market
x
driven
x 15-min walk
x 5-min walk
x 5-min walk
x 15-min walk
x 15-min walk

n/a
n/a

x
x

n/a

x

n/a

x

21,780
varies
varies
35,000
12,000

x
x
x

x
x
x

n/a

x

x

x

x

n/a

n/a

x

x

x

x

n/a

n/a

x

x

x

x

n/a

n/a

x

Special events,
fitness classes,
virtual classes, etc.

Local operating
partners
Local operating
partners

Libraries or other
providers

Resource
dependent

n/a

As available

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a

n/a
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Matrix of Key Amenities

Neighborhood
Multi-purpose Lawn
Community
Multi-purpose Lawn

P

E

E

E
P

E
E

E

E

E

E

Dog Park
Dog Run
Neighborhood Play
Area

E

Destination
Playground

P

Interactive Water
Feature or Pool

P

E = Existing Amenities
P = Planned for Construction
* = Specific park amenities not yet determined
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E

Myrtle Avenue Park

Jessie Ball DuPont

Jessie B. Smith Pocket
Park

J.S. Johnson Park

Hogan's Creek
Greenway Expansion*

James Weldon
Johnson Park

Northbank Riverwalk
RAM

St. John’s River Park
(Friendship Fountain)

E

Multi-purpose
Sportscourts
Shaded Outdoor
Seating

Gefen Park

Brooklyn Park

Bay and Broad Pocket
Park

Artist Walk

This matrix provides a summary of key amenities provided in parks within the
Jacksonville DIA including both existing amenities and amenities planned
for construction as of the writing of this document. Amenities listed within this
matrix constitute Key Amenities that should be accessible to all residents of
the downtown; this does not include specialty amenities such as river access,
skateparks, or other cultural features which may be more dependent on
neighborhood or geographical context.
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Parks included within the matrix include recently added parks with planned amenities in the construction pipeline as
well as planned improvements within existing parks which will provide additional service once constructed.

E

E

P

P

Berkman Plaza Park

McCoy at
Riverwalk Park*

River’s Edge:
Marshfront Park*

River’s Edge:
NE Riverfront Park*

River’s Edge:
Central Park*

River’s Edge:
NW Riverfront Park*

Lift Ev'ry Voice and
Sing Park

Water & Broad Street
Pocket Park

Planned Improvements within Existing
Parks:
• St. John’s River Park (Friendship Fountain)
• Ritz Pocket Park
• Lift Ev’ry Voice and Sing Park

Northbank Riverwalk
(incl. Corkscrew Park)

McCoy's Creek Park

St. John’s Park

Main St Pocket Park

St. John’s Marina

Southbank Riverwalk
Extension*

Southbank Riverwalk

Ritz Pocket Park

New Parks Include:
• Artist Walk
• Hogan’s Creek Greenway Expansion
• Southbank Riverwalk Extension
• McCoy’s Creek Park
• River’s Edge Parks: NW Riverwalk Park, Central
Park, NE Riverfront Park, Marshfront Park
• McCoy at Riverwalk Park

E

P

P

P
P

E

E

E

P

E

P

P

E

P

P

P

P

P

P

P
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Amenity Service Gap Analysis
The amenity service gap analysis takes the service delivery models
determined on p. 75 and combines them with the key amenities inventoried
within downtown to generate a snapshot of the existing service provided by
these amenities. This analysis reveals the state of access to key amenities and
guides recommendations as to future improvements within the downtown
parks.

Methodology
The analysis of amenity service gaps is based on service area requirements
determined by the service delivery models, using GIS-based network
analysis to map the service areas provided by existing amenities.
The GIS analysis process consists of the following:
1. Network service area analysis utilizing existing park access points
2. Configuration to model pedestrian travel utilizing existing pedestrian
infrastructure and planned or potential future infrastructure improvements
Results displayed are approximations of geographic areas that are within
the specified service delivery criteria (e.g., 5-minute walk for neighborhood
delivery model; 15-minute walk for community delivery model). The resulting
geographic areas represent service areas to be utilized in evaluation of
amenity service gaps.
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Existing Pedestrian
Network
This map depicts existing sidewalks
within and around the CRA. Overall,
the downtown area contains a wellconnected network of pedestrian
infrastructure, with nearly complete
coverage of the entire CRA area.
North of the river features a
traditional grid roadway system
with sidewalks on both sides of most
roads; however, the Brooklyn district
contains multiple gaps in the existing
sidewalk network.
While the Southbank district does not
feature a strict grid arrangement of
roads, the existing sidewalk network
essentially provides full connectivity
throughout the district.
The Acosta and Main Street bridges
provide pedestrian connectivity
across the river in both directions,
with sidewalks separated from the
travel lanes by barriers and guard
railing. ADA accessibility is available
through the existing Skyway system.
The pedestrian network shown here
was utilized in GIS network analyses
to evaluate existing access to key
park amenities.
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Future Pedestrian
Network
This map depicts both the existing
sidewalks within and around the
CRA (in grey) and future connections
(in pink). The future pedestrian
connections shown include a
combination of planned and
recommended future sidewalks.
North of the river, the Brooklyn
district is home to pockets of light
industrial and undeveloped land.
As this area continues to develop,
it is recommended that sidewalks
be constructed to fill existing
gaps in the network. Just outside
of the CRA boundary to the east,
additional pedestrian connections
should be implemented to bridge
gaps between Forest Street and the
planned path along McCoy’s Creek.
In the Southbank district, planned
sidewalks associated with the
“River’s Edge” development are
shown to complete the network on
the west side, and minor gaps in and
around the Baptist medical campus
have been filled in order to provide
continuous formal connection to the
existing Southbank Riverwalk and
planned extension.
With these future pedestrian
connections, access to parks can be
greatly improved. The full pedestrian
network shown here was utilized in
GIS network analyses to evaluate
planned and potential future access
to key park amenities.
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Analysis
The following maps depict specific recreation amenity service areas within
the Jacksonville DIA. Each recreation amenity service area is displayed
by color corresponding to the amenity status: green for existing amenities
accessible via existing pedestrian infrastructure; blue for amenities
planned for construction by the City accessible via existing pedestrian
infrastructure; and pink for both existing amenities and amenities planned
for future construction accessible only via future pedestrian infrastructure
improvements.
The maps provide information on which to base further evaluation of park
improvement strategies.
Potential implementation strategies include:
• Improvements to pedestrian infrastructure to increase access to existing
parks
• Improvements to existing parks
• Utilization of existing publicly owned land to establish new parks and/or
amenities
• Establishment of public/private partnerships to establish new amenities
(joint-use or dedication)
• Land acquisition for development of new parks
These implementation strategies were explored in greater detail through
collaboration by the DWNTWNJAX project team with City of Jacksonville
staff to discover viable strategies to address amenity service gaps.
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Multi-Purpose Lawn
Service Area
5-Minute Walk

This map displays access to multi-purpose lawns
within the 5-minute walkshed established by the
service delivery model. This model includes small
lawns apt for passive recreation (e.g., frisbee, picnic),
as well as larger lawns that meet this need while also
being capable of hosting events or pick-up games.
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Large Multi-Purpose Lawn
Service Area
15-Minute Walk

This map displays access to large multi-purpose
lawns meeting a threshold of an acre of open
space available for events or pick-up games within
the 15-minute walk established by the service
delivery model.
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Shaded Outdoor Seating
Service Area
5-Minute Walk

This map displays access to shaded outdoor
seating in parks within the 5-minute walkshed
established by the service delivery model.
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Dog Run Service Area
5-Minute Walk

There are currently no dog runs within the DIA, so
there is no service area shown within this map. As
established by the service delivery model, dog
runs should be provided within a 5-minute walk of
downtown residents. If available, dog parks would
also provide this service.
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Dog Park Service Area
15-Minute Walk

There are currently no dog parks within the DIA,
so there is no service area shown within this map.
As established by the service delivery model, dog
parks should be provided within a 15-minute walk of
downtown residents.
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Play Area Service Area
5-Minute Walk

This map displays access to play areas within the
5-minute walkshed established by the service delivery
model. This model includes both small neighborhood
play areas and larger destination playgrounds that
may draw directly adjacent residents as well as
visitors.
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Destination Playground
Service Area
15-Minute Walk

This map displays access to destination playgrounds
within the 15-minute walkshed established by the
service delivery model.
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Multi-Purpose
Sportscourt Service Area
10-Minute Walk

This map displays access to sportscourts (e.g.,
basketball, pickleball, tennis) within the 10-minute
walkshed established by the service delivery model.
This walkshed is smaller than others due to the
smaller footprint of sportscourts as compared to other
community amenities—allowing them to be more easily
located at shorter distances.
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Interactive Water Feature
Service Area
15-Minute Walk

This map displays access to interactive water features
in parks within the 15-minute walkshed established by
the service delivery model. Interactive water features
need to be co-located with restrooms within 200 ft of
the amenity.
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Summary of Implications for
Downtown Residents
Collectively, the findings from the interviews, surveys, demographic analysis, planning
principles, amenity gap analysis, and trends suggest that a comprehensive downtown parks and
open spaces system will be needed to attract – and retain – residents to downtown Jacksonville.
Specific elements of the system would include:
ACCESS AND CONNECTIVITY
• Interconnected bike/ped network of trails, linear parks, and complete streets with wide
sidewalks, street trees, and bike lanes
• Access to transit
• Access to the waterfront (via the bike/ped network)
• River and creek access from docks, piers, and banks
FACILITIES AND AMENITIES
• Various types and sizes of parks and open spaces within a 10-minute walk of every resident,
including multi-purpose open spaces with both live and virtual programming (listed on digital
marquees)
• Multi-purpose lawns, some large enough to accommodate non-regulation athletics (e.g.,
pick-up soccer) and large events
• Multi-purpose basketball/ sports courts, with casual areas for spectators
• Outdoor table games, such as ping pong and chess
• Variety of comfortable, shaded outdoor seating
• Fitness gyms (private or public)
• Yoga and Pilates studios (private or public)
• Dog parks, dog runs, dog washes, and related amenities and spaces
• Play areas, including a central destination playground
• Interactive Water Features, water play areas for both humans and dogs
• Green infrastructure including stormwater treatment, flood mitigation, shoreline stabilization,
and continuous tree canopy (see HPPS criteria)
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• Areas for outdoor dining and food trucks
• Indoor recreation, health, fitness, and social service centers (potentially in partnership with libraries or
other providers)
• Technological amenities such as Wi-Fi, charging stations, and access to downloadable content
(including local historical, environmental, and cultural information)
• Conversion of underused public spaces (such as freeway underpasses, e.g., Corkscrew Park and the
Arts Market) for recreation and special events
• Kayak launches, boat storage (for private boats), rentals, and classes
PROGRAMMING
• Programmed music events, concerts, and virtual streaming in outdoor spaces
• Financial operational funding support from the DIA to City Parks, Recreation and Community Services
department through an ordinance that will provide staff who facilitate programming and recreation
through kits, grab bags, lawn games, recreation equipment, and other assistance
• Free outdoor events such as yoga classes, concerts, and movies
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2.3 LONGRANGE
VISION
The purpose of the Long-Range Parks and Public
Realm Vision is to determine the approximate
size and locations of the parks, open spaces, and
bicycle/pedestrian corridors required to meet
the needs of both existing and future downtown
residents. The vision reflects implications relevant
to aspirational lifestyles for downtown residents,
based on findings suggested during the current and
future gaps and needs analysis. To respond to these
findings, the “Big 5” Initiatives were developed,
which serve to organize the Long-Range Vision
and provide guidance for the future of parks within
the DIA. Recommendations for each of these
initiatives include implementable steps and tools to
provide a clear path toward the vision.
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The “Big 5” Initiatives
The analyses of current and
future gaps and needs point to
opportunities for growth within the
current downtown parks system.
These “Big 5” Initiatives encapsulate
the findings of the gaps and needs
analyses, and provide a guide for
the DIA to both meet the needs of the
current population and anticipate the
desires of future populations.

Initiative 1:

Unify
the Northbank and Southbank Riverwalk
as a premier downtown destination
1. The Riverwalk Defined
2. Connectivity Enhancements
3. Activating The Riverwalk

Initiative 2:

Connect
parks through safe and comfortable
trails, sidewalks, and bikeways
1. Blueway Enhancements
2. Bike/Ped Network Enhancements

Initiative 3:

Activate
under-used parks—through both capital
improvements, maintenance upgrades
and programming—to meet resident and
visitor needs
1. Key Amenities Strategy
2. Programming Strategy
3. Existing Park Updates
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Initiative 4:

Develop
new neighborhood parks
1. Opportunities for New Parks

Initiative 5:

Update
downtown codes and design standards to better define
the role of new development in meeting needs for local
parks and connectivity
1. Draft Code Language
2. Cost Recovery
3. Summary of Recommendations
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Nomenclature
There is no standard nomenclature for parks and open spaces. Large
suburban park systems, for example, often classify parks as Neighborhood
Parks, Community Parks, Urban-District Parks, and Regional Parks. Small,
urban parks are often classified as Pocket Parks, Mini-Parks, Greens, and
Squares.
The proposed Long-Range Vision for downtown Jacksonville includes three
types of parks:
Signature Parks are “those that serve mainly regional needs, which
people can reasonably be expected to travel…to reach, and which cannot
be reduplicated locally” (Hise & Deverell). Typical facilities may include a
large multi-purpose event lawn, paved multi-purpose path, large destination
playground, group pavilions, sportscourts, and splashpads. Signature Parks
are likely to host events that draw visitors from beyond the immediate vicinity.
Examples of existing downtown Signature Parks include The Riverwalk,
Metropolitan Park, and St. John’s River Park (Friendship Fountain).
Neighborhood Parks are “those that serve mainly local needs and can
be replicated in small and easily accessible units in every part of the region”
(Hise & Deverell). Typical facilities may include a small multi-purpose lawn/
play area, walking path, small play area, and picnic shelters. Examples of
existing downtown Neighborhood Parks include Brooklyn Park and Myrtle
Avenue Park.
Special-Use Parks are typically single-use facilities designed for a
specific purpose, such as a boat ramp, kayak launch, art installation, outdoor
dining area, beautification, or other open space use. Examples of existing
downtown Special-Use Parks include the Corkscrew, Artists Walk, St. John’s
Marina, and Ritz Pocket Park.
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Park Classification
Park Name
Artists Walk
Bay and Broad Pocket Park
Brooklyn Park
Gefen Park
St. John’s River Park (Friendship Fountain)
Northbank Riverwalk RAM
James Weldon Johnson Park
Hogan’s Creek Greenway Expansion*
J.S. Johnson Park
Jessie B. Smith Pocket Park
Jessie Ball Dupont Park
Myrtle Avenue Park
Ritz Pocket Park
Southbank Riverwalk
St. John’s Marina
Main St. Pocket Park
St. John’s Park
McCoy’s Creek Boulevard Park*
Northbank Riverwalk
Walter & Broad Street Pocket Park
Lift Ev’ry Voice and Sing Park
River’s Edge: NW Riverfront Park*
River’s Edge: Central Park*
River’s Edge: NE Riverfront Park*
River’s Edge: Marshfront Park*
McCoy at Riverwalk Park*
Berkman Plaza Park

Park Type
Special Use Park
Neighborhood Park
Neighborhood Park
Neighborhood Park
Signature Park
Signature Park
Signature Park
Signature Park
Neighborhood Park
Neighborhood Park
Special Use Park
Neighborhood Park
Special Use Park
Signature Park
Special Use Park
Neighborhood Park
Special Use Park
Signature Park
Signature Park
Neighborhood Park
Signature Park
Signature Park
Signature Park
Signature Park
Neighborhood Park
Signature Park
Neighborhood Park

* = Future Parks, specific park amenities not yet determined
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Parks by
Nomenclature
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Initiative 1: Unify

1.1 The Riverwalk Defined
Expanding on the 2018 “Riverfront Design Guidelines and Activity Nodes
Plan”, the consolidation of riverfront parks under the umbrella of “The
Riverwalk” changes the perception of these parks from individual entities
to that of a network of riverside parks. Parks part of The Riverwalk network
should be referred to as “Park Name at The Riverwalk” to emphasize
this network approach to facilities along the water. This new framework
emphasizes the access that residents of the downtown have to a network
of premier downtown parks offering unique experiences through the key
connectivity piece of The Riverwalk, and centers the river as a core aspect of
downtown Jacksonville living.
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Facilities under The Riverwalk umbrella include:
Northbank Riverwalk
• Northbank Riverwalk RAM
• Gefen Park
• Riverfront Plaza
• Times Union Center for
Performing Arts (TUCPA)
• Corkscrew Park
• Berkman Park
• Metropolitan Park

Southbank Riverwalk
• St. John’s River Park
(Friendship Fountain)
• River’s Edge: NW Riverfront Park, Central Park, NE
Riverfront Park, Marshfront Park
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1.2 Connectivity Enhancements
Unifying The Riverwalk as a network of parks relies on providing clearly
marked access to The Riverwalk to increase awareness of the amenities
within the network and improve connectivity between its various parks.
Enhanced gateways leading to key entry points provide greater visibility and
access into The Riverwalk and its associated parks.
Gateway enhancements emphasize new connections into The Riverwalk from
future connectivity projects, such as the Emerald Trail, which will increase
access to The Riverwalk throughout the DIA. In the Southbank, additional
connectivity improvements proposed in this plan provide additional entry
points to The Riverwalk and increase public awareness of the Southbank
Riverwalk as a community asset.
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Riverwalk Entry Points:
Northbank Riverwalk
• Gefen Park
• McCoy’s Creek Greenway
• Hogan Street Connector
• Hogan’s Creek to Riverwalk

Southbank Riverwalk
• Hospital Entry
• St. John’s River Park
• Flagler Ave. Entry
• The Strand/The Peninsula Entry
• DCPS Access
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Riverwalk Gateways
Enhanced Riverwalk gateways reinforce connections from downtown
to the waterfront providing more inviting entry points and generating
placemaking opportunities. These gateways go beyond interventions at entry
points connecting to main roads to increase the visibility and impact of the
Riverwalk. In addition to wayfinding signage already in place, repeated
features, hardscape, lighting, furnishings, and public art installations can
create engaging pedestrian spaces that celebrate the iconic St. John’s River
and reach into the downtown fabric.
While the condition of each of these gateways vary, a Riverwalk Gateway
Master Plan can provide context specific recommendations to enhance these
linear connections from the downtown to the Riverwalk.

Flagler Avenue entry gateway today.
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1.3 Riverwalk Activation
Jacksonville’s Riverwalk is already a well-used destination for both locals and visitors, but there are opportunities
to further activate and energize key areas. Because The Riverwalk is various widths along its length on both the
north and south, most activation strategies should initially be focused on wider or plaza-type areas. On the south
riverbank, this would include the area between Friendship Fountain and Lone Sailor; on the north, the initial focus
should be on the area adjacent to the Times Union Center for the Performing Arts. Once successful, these efforts
can extend the full length of The Riverwalk on both the north and south banks. Initial strategies focus on three broad
approaches—performing, seating, and boating.
Locations and schedules for various street performers—musicians, chalk artists or painters, jugglers, and the like—
should be regimented and structured. Performers are a relatively easy and inexpensive way to provide a variety of
programming, some of which will be passive, and some of which will gather crowds. However, rather than leave it
to happenstance as to timing, location, and content, setting a schedule will “professionalize” the operation. Other
than the time a programming manager will spend on this (which will be higher at first, but then will become easier
and less time sensitive), there is no cost to implement. Times should initially focus on periods when The Riverwalk is
already somewhat busy. Initially, this likely means weekday evenings, perhaps from 5 to 7 p.m., and on weekends
from 12 p.m. to 9 p.m. Performers should be given strict 1-hour time slots, and should sign liability waivers and
codes of conduct (no inappropriate language, appropriate attire, etc.). Amplification should be limited. Locations
for individual performers should be mapped out, with performers choosing their spots. Note that these are not meant
to be vendors selling items, but rather performers who, depending on what they are showcasing, would encourage
crowds to gather to watch or provide background entertainment as people walk or stroll along The Riverwalk.
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Seating options should be increased and improved over standard bench seating. While movable tables and chairs
are often productive in terms of increasing visitation, in this case, the idea is to provide more lounge-type furniture that
can’t be too easily moved into lines of travel. Such seating would necessarily be paired with umbrellas to encourage
dwell time throughout the day and times of year. Heavier Adirondack-style seating is comfortable, harder to move,
and less likely to encourage sleeping. Chairs should be placed in pairs at various locations facing the water. An
initial pilot program could limit the number of chairs and umbrellas (and umbrellas/shading could also be fixed to
discourage chairs from traveling too far and to provide increased longevity). An initial budget of $30,000 should be
enough to cover 20 chairs and 10 umbrellas/shade devices.
Finally, Jacksonville’s boating culture should be further embraced along The Riverwalk—for example by exploring
opportunities for boat tie-ups wherever possible. Simply put, people like to look at boats, and boats don’t block visual
access to the water. (Very large boats are not expected or encouraged, and, river access for kayakers and nonmotorized boats is not feasible due to fast-moving tides.) Currently, people can engage with the water through the
existing water taxi system or through private ventures such as Kraken Cycleboats. Partnerships with concessionaires
should be further explored, as boat services can be lucrative but also can require significant infrastructure. Hook-ups
for water, electricity, clean-outs, and the like can be revenue generators. Fuel is also a significant revenue generator,
but this is much more difficult, given the infrastructure required and the environmental concerns. No cost is provided at
this point because of the vast range of cost factors.
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Riverwalk Activation Opportunities
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Initiative 2: Connect
2.1 Blueway
Enhancements
Water is central to the downtown
Jacksonville lifestyle. To enhance
connections to the water, the DIA should
focus on providing a wide variety
of water-access points for users to
interact with the water. The following
map provides a summary of current
and future water-access amenities that
provide residents the opportunity to
experience Jacksonville from the water.
Providing various water amenities
creates a diversity of waterway
experiences. Water taxis grant the
easiest access, allowing residents and
visitors to enjoy the St. Johns River while
reaching various destinations along
The Riverwalk. Kayakers will have
expanded access to kayak launch sites
along the St. Johns River as well as
McCoy’s Creek, where gentler currents
allow greater access to novice paddlers.
Finally, boating enthusiasts will have
access to various marinas along the
river. These amenities provide alternative
connections between the Northbank
and Southbank districts, and throughout
the urban river and creeks.
While water access amenities presented
on this map are already within the DIA’s
plans, they can be further activated
to improve usage and urban access
to waterways that help enhance and
reinforce the downtown Jacksonville
lifestyle.
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Water Access Activation Strategy
Given the repeated requests through surveys and focus groups for improved
and increased water access, Myrtle Avenue Park should be converted into a
small boat launch and kayak rental site. Access to McCoy’s Creek provides
a calm and easy water entry point without intimidating factors such as fastmoving and shifting tides or motorized watercraft. Also, the possibility of
Myrtle Avenue Park being used as an educational site is complementary to a
kayak launch, as water access can bolster education efforts. The site is easily
accessed from the freeway, and is a short walk from recent and increased
residential development in Brooklyn.
In order to most effectively execute on a kayak launch, a programming
partnership with a local concessionaire should be implemented. The local
concessionaire can best determine specific infrastructure needs, but, at a
minimum, assume a small locking kiosk from which to operate and a storage
area. The storage area can be a large shipping container, perhaps painted
or otherwise adorned to improve the visual appeal. The kiosk can similarly
be a movable container of some sort. Both could be purchased or rented.
Also needed is a gravel area for parking (effective and inexpensive), a
hose bib for rinsing boats and equipment, and a formalized or structured
McCoy’s Creek entrypoint. Depending on the condition of the creek’s edge,
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this entrypoint can be pavers, an actual ramp, or a small floating dock. Total
budget is estimated at approximately $50,000, which could go higher,
depending on the actual means of water access.
At the beginning, the concessionaire should be able to operate rent-free as
operations and demand are assessed over an initial 6- to 12-month period.
Once established, a rent structure can be determined, either as percentage
rent or as a set amount that amortizes the cost of improvements over a
short timeframe. From there, and if successful, further opportunities for the
concessionaire to expand to other downtown parks can be explored, but
with rent structures at new locations in place at the outset.
These strategies should be implemented as part of a larger look at Park
Activation Strategies, presented in Initiative 3.
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2.2 Pedestrian
Network
Enhancements
Downtown Jacksonville boasts
a grid pedestrian network, with
sidewalks allowing for existing
pedestrian connectivity throughout
downtown. Accounting for
future pedestrian infrastructure
from planned redevelopment in
Brooklyn and River’s Edge, there
are no specific gaps in pedestrian
infrastructure. However, there are
still opportunities to improve the
quality of pedestrian infrastructure
through enhanced streetscapes
and designated multi-use trails.
The planned development of the
Emerald Trail system throughout
the DIA will provide improvements
in the pedestrian experience.
Complementing those plans, this
vision recommends additional
improvements in the Southbank
where pedestrian connections
are least comfortable—improving
pedestrian experience and
emphasizing connections to The
Riverwalk.

Enhancement Recommendations:

1. Cross-Southbank Connector
The Cross-Southbank Connector will create east-west connections within the Southbank with a multi-use trail
complementing the system developed through the Emerald Trail. The east-west connection unites the hospital campus
to the west with the newly developed River’s Edge to the east.
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2. Flagler Avenue Shared Street
Extending north from Prudential Drive to the Southbank Riverwalk, this shared street project serves to create a
friendlier connection between the Southbank Riverwalk and Treaty Oak Park aimed at emphasizing the connection
between these various parks in the Southbank and providing greater visibility and ease of access.
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Cross-Southbank Connector
Prudential Drive presents a unique opportunity to create an east-west connection throughout the Southbank—
providing access to Treaty Oak Park, the enhanced streetscape at Riverplace Boulevard, and the new River’s Edge
development. Currently, Prudential Drive is laid out as a 4-lane arterial road with standard sidewalks creating
a primarily car-oriented landscape. It is recommended that the DIA explore the opportunity of reducing this
road into a more pedestrian-oriented 3-lane street through a road diet study to enhance pedestrian and cyclist
connections throughout the Southbank. Improvements such as expanded sidewalks, canopy trees, and enhanced
bike infrastructure would serve to enhance the public realm and reinforce the identity of the Southbank by repeating
design motifs found currently at Riverplace Boulevard.
Thoughtful streetscape interventions can have profound effects on the economic development and activity of an area.
According to the Congress for the New Urbanism:
In a dramatic demonstration of the value of smart streetscape investment, Lancaster spent $11.5 million on
a project and, within four years, attracted $130 million in private investment and generated $273 million in
economic output, according to estimates by the California Redevelopment Association. Between 2007, the year
before revitalization efforts began, and 2012, tax revenues from the downtown area nearly doubled.

Prudential Drive today.
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Flagler Avenue Shared Street
Located to the east of Treaty Oak Park, Flagler Avenue is a quieter north-south connection than its Main Street
counterpart. Flagler Avenue provides a unique opportunity to serve as a key pedestrian link between Treaty Oak
Park and the Southbank Riverwalk. Recommended enhancements include wider sidewalks with enhanced pavement,
vegetated bump-outs, tree canopy, street furnishings, and lighting upgrades. A new mural on the Jacksonville Skyway
overpass could help reinforce the visual identity of the Southbank and engage this public transit station. While this
enhanced street would be open to vehicular traffic on an everyday basis, there is an opportunity to close the street
for pedestrian use for events such as farmers markets and festivals, creating an expansion of the public realm and
complementing the parks system. This shared street would work in conjunction with the Cross Southbank Connector;
combined with improvements to the Flagler Avenue entry point into the Southbank Riverwalk, connectivity will be
enhanced throughout the district.

Flagler Avenue today.
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Initiative 3: Activate
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3.1 Key Amenities Strategy
The GAI team, along with City of Jacksonville staff, evaluated alternative
implementation strategies to address the service gaps identified in prior
analysis, including:
• Improvements to pedestrian infrastructure to increase access to existing parks
• Improvements to existing parks
• Utilization of existing publicly owned land to establish new parks and/or
amenities
• Establishment of public/private partnerships to establish new amenities
(joint-use or dedication)
• Land acquisition for development of new parks
The following maps portray planning scenarios for each amenity type,
along with recommended implementation strategies. These strategies will
be revisited as part of the 5-year BID plan update. Updates provide the
opportunity to evaluate these strategies for potential revision as development
and demographic patterns evolve within the downtown districts. To aid in
visualization of planning scenarios, the following information has been added
as overlays to the previously presented service area maps:
• A curated selection of publicly owned properties, containing properties
which represent various degrees of potential use for establishment of new
parks and/or amenities
• Locations of proposed amenities
• Estimated service areas of proposed amenities (according to previously
established service delivery models)
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Multi-Purpose
Lawns Planning
Scenario
5-Minute Walk

Existing Service Gaps
Gaps exist primarily north of the river
toward the edges of the CRA and
also through the Central Core district.
Influencing Amenities
While a number of multi-purpose
lawns are located near the periphery
of the CRA, few are conveniently
accessed by current and future
downtown residents. This is due
primarily to the small geographic
service area of a 5-minute walk,
and additionally due to barriers to
convenient pedestrian travel, such as
Hogan’s Creek and large highways.
Recommendation
Three additional multi-purpose
lawns are recommended in order to
address existing service gaps—one
each in the LaVilla, Church, and
Cathedral districts. A large service
gap remains in the Central Core
district in the vicinity of the future
Jacksonville Landing park site;
based on the current development
solicitation documents for this site, it
is anticipated that this service gap
will be alleviated.
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Large Multi-Purpose
Lawns Planning
Scenario
15-Minute Walk

Existing Service Gaps
There are no substantial service gaps
for large multi-purpose lawns.
Recommendation
No additional amenities
recommended
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Shaded Outdoor
Seating Scenario
5-Minute Walk

Existing Service Gaps
Significant gaps exist in the eastern
LaVilla/western Church districts,
and the eastern half of the Cathedral
district.
Influencing Amenities
Opportunities for shaded outdoor
seating in parks are located near
the existing service gap in east
Cathedral; however, the estimated
5-minute walk service area of these
amenities does not adequately
address the service gaps.
Recommendation
Establish opportunities for shaded
outdoor seating at four additional
locations through the CRA. All
recommended locations will colocate shaded outdoor seating with
other recommended key amenities.
Note: Although the Brooklyn district
is not shown to have significant areas
outside of a 5-minute walk to shaded
outdoor seating, an additional
installation is recommended
here to complement the dog run
recommended on p. 136.
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Dog Run Scenario
5-Minute Walk

Existing Service Gaps
There are no existing dog runs within
the CRA.
Influencing Amenities
Existing dog parks in close proximity
to the CRA are located at Riverside
Park and Springfield Park. For the
purpose of evaluating the service
that they provide as a dog run,
they are shown within an estimated
5-minute walk service area.
Recommendation
Establish six dog runs throughout the
CRA to provide service to current
and future residents. Substantial
gaps remain in the Church and
Central Core districts—the type
of development anticipated in the
Central Core district may support
establishment of an additional dog
run(s) in the future through public/
private partnerships.
Note: In addition to proposed
dog runs, two proposed dog
parks are shown on this map
within an estimated 5-minute walk
service area.
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Dog Park Scenario
15-Minute Walk

Existing Service Gaps
There are no existing dog parks
within the CRA.
Influencing Amenities
Existing dog parks in close proximity
to the CRA are located at Riverside
Park and Springfield Park. They are
shown with an estimated 15-minute
walk service area, providing service
to much of the Brooklyn and Central
Core districts, and the entirety of the
Church and Cathedral districts.
Recommendation
Establish two dog parks in the CRA
to provide service to current and
future residents. Combined with
service provided by influencing
amenities, the placement of the
proposed dog parks in the LaVilla
and Southbank districts effectively
eliminates all existing service gaps in
the CRA.
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Play Area Scenario
5-Minute Walk

Existing Service Gaps
Substantial service gaps exist along
the northern edge of the CRA, in the
southwest of the Brooklyn district,
and portions of the Southbank
district.
Influencing Amenities
Existing play areas in close
proximity to the CRA are located
east of LaVilla at Florida C. Dwight
Memorial Playground, south of
Brooklyn at Riverside Park, north
of Cathedral at Springfield Park,
and Oakland Park. The play area
located at Southside Park (south of
Southbank) does not provide service
to CRA residents in accordance with
the estimated 5-minute walk service
area.
Recommendation
Establish three play areas in the
CRA to provide service to current
and future residents. The proposed
play areas are located in the LaVilla,
Church, and Cathedral districts.
The remaining service gaps are
largely non-residential areas (e.g.,
convention center in LaVilla, Baptist
hospital campus, southwestern
portion of Brooklyn, and central area
of Southbank).
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Destination
Playground
Scenario
15-Minute Walk

Existing Service Gaps
There are no substantial service
gaps in residential areas within
the CRA. Areas in east LaVilla and
south Brooklyn that are shown
to be outside of a 15-minute
walk to an existing destination
playground currently have low
residential populations and are in
close proximity to either existing or
proposed smaller play areas.
Influencing Amenities
There are no destination playgrounds
in the immediate vicinity of the CRA.
Recommendation
No additional destination
playgrounds are recommended.
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Multi-Purpose
Sportscourt
Scenario
10-Minute Walk

Existing Service Gaps
Substantial service gaps exist along
the northern edge of the CRA,
portions of the Central Core district,
and the eastern portion of the
Southbank district.
Influencing Amenities
Existing multi-purpose sportscourts
are found in a number of parks in
close proximity to the CRA. These
locations effectively provide access
to the amenity for existing and future
residents in many of the smaller
existing service gaps.
Recommendation
Establish three multi-purpose
sportscourts in the CRA to provide
service to current and future
residents—one in the LaVilla district,
and two in the Southbank district.
The remaining service gaps are
either within a 15-minute walk of
an influencing amenity, or just over
a 15-minute walk to existing or
proposed amenities.
Note: The proposed multipurpose sportscourt located on
FDOT property underneath I-95
is intended to serve existing and
future Southbank residents while
eliminating the need to walk across
the Acosta Bridge to amenities north
of the river.
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Interactive Water
Feature Scenario
15-Minute Walk

Existing Service Gaps
Substantial service gaps exist in the
majority of the CRA north of the river.
Influencing Amenities
There are no interactive water
features in the immediate vicinity of
the CRA.
Recommendation
Establish two interactive water
features in the CRA to provide
service to current and future
residents. The proposed amenities
are both located north of the river—
one in the Church district and one
in the Brooklyn district. This strategy
effectively provides access to an
interactive water feature within
a 15-minute walk to nearly all
current and future CRA residents.
Future residents of River’s Edge
development in Southbank will
be located just over an estimated
15-minute walk to the interactive
water feature located at St. John’s
River Park (Friendship Fountain);
however, with its location along
the riverfront and the lack of a
feasible location for implementation,
there are no additional interactive
water features recommended in the
Southbank district.
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Combined Vision
Park Planning Scenarios

A. Establish a new signature park
featuring an interactive water
display. Suitable publicly owned
property is not available within the
area of need for this key amenity.
It is recommended to pursue
establishment through a joint-use
agreement, land dedication during
future redevelopment activities, or
through acquisition of additional
parkland.
B. Establish a dog run within J.S.
Johnson Park.
C. Establish a new neighborhood
park featuring a dog park and
shaded outdoor seating on publicly
owned property. This land is
currently subject to agreements with
adjacent residential development
and managed by RWSM.
D. Establish a dog run on publicly
owned property. This land is
currently in use by JSO for police
K-9 unit training; however, it is
expected to become a park as part
of the Emerald Trail system.
E. Develop a new signature park
on publicly owned properties
with the following amenities: dog
park, multi-purpose lawn, and
play area. This land is currently
partially allocated through the
LaVilla neighborhood Development
Strategy to become a gateway
entry park into LaVilla.
F. Establish a new neighborhood
park on publicly owned properties
with the following amenities: multipurpose sportscourt and shaded
outdoor seating.
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Combined Vision

Park Planning Scenarios
G. Establish a new signature park
within the Church District with the
following amenities: interactive
water feature, multi-purpose lawn,
and play area. Suitable publicly
owned land is not available within
the area of need for these key
amenities.
H. Ensure that shaded outdoor
seating is included with the
development of the Southbank
Riverwalk extension.
I. Establish a new special-use park
with a multi-purpose sportscourt
on publicly owned land currently
owned by FDOT.
J. Establish a dog park. Suitable
publicly owned property is not
available within the area of need
for this key amenity. While there
is publicly owned land nearby
to the east (currently owned by
JTA), it is not suitable for a dog
park. It is recommended to pursue
acquisition of a portion of the
Prudential parking lot or adjacent
properties for future use as a park.
K. Establish a new special use park
at southeast Southbank including
a dog run and multi-purpose
sportscourts.
L. Establish a new neighborhood
park on publicly owned land
in the Cathedral district with the
following amenities: dog run, multipurpose lawn, play area, and
shaded outdoor seating. Segments
of this property are currently in use
by JSO; however, undeveloped
portions and a vacant building
fronting North Washington Street
are available for use as a park.
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Key Amenity Recommendation Matrix
The following recommendations matrix provides an at-a-glance summary of
the existing key amenities provided as well as key amenity enhancements
recommended to fill gaps in access for the residents of downtown.

Neighborhood
Multi-purpose Lawn
Community
Multi-purpose Lawn

P

E

E

E
P

E
E

E

E

E

E

Dog Park
Dog Run

R

Neighborhood Play
Area

E

Destination
Playground

P

Interactive Water
Feature

P

E = Existing Amenities
P = Planned for Construction
* = Specific park amenities not yet determined
R = Recommended Amenities
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E

Myrtle Avenue Park

Jessie Ball DuPont

Jessie B. Smith Pocket
Park

J.S. Johnson Park

Hogan's Creek
Greenway Expansion*

James Weldon
Johnson Park

Northbank Riverwalk
RAM

St. John’s River Park
(Friendship Fountain)

E

Multi-purpose
Sportscourts
Shaded Outdoor
Seating

Gefen Park

Brooklyn Park

Bay and Broad Pocket
Park

Artist Walk

Existing Park Enhancements

E

P
E
R
E
E

E
P

P
E

P
E
P
P

P
P

P
R

P
P
P

P

E

P

P

R

P
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Berkman Plaza Park

McCoy at
Riverwalk Park*

River’s Edge:
Marshfront Park*

River’s Edge:
NE Riverfront Park*

River’s Edge:
Central Park*

River’s Edge:
NW Riverfront Park*

Lift Ev'ry Voice and
Sing Park

Water & Broad Street
Pocket Park

Northbank Riverwalk
(incl. Corkscrew Park)

McCoy's Creek Park

St. John’s Park

Main St Pocket Park

St. John’s Marina

Southbank Riverwalk
Extension

Southbank Riverwalk

Ritz Pocket Park
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Other

Neighborhood
Multi-purpose Lawn

New Neighborhood Park (L)
Publicly Owned Property

New Special-Use Park (K)
Joint-Use, Dedication or
Acquisition

New Dog Park (J)
Acquisition

New Special-Use Park (H)
Publicly Owned Property

New Signature Park (G)
Publicly Owned Property

New Neighborhood Park (F)
Publicly Owned Property

New Signature Park (E)
Publicly Owned Property

New Neighborhood Park (C)
Publicly Owned Property

New Signature Park (A)
Joint-Use, Dedication or
Acquisition

The following matrix summarizes key amenity recommendations outside
of the existing, planned, or proposed parks. These recommendations
are located primarily on publicly owned property and serve to fill gaps
that could not be filled by the existing park system. Letters next to each
recommendation correlate with locations shown on pp. 154–157.

R

Community
Multi-purpose Lawn
Multi-purpose
Sportscourts

R

Shaded Outdoor
Seating

R

Dog Park

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

Dog Run

R

Neighborhood Play
Area

R

R

Destination Playground
Interactive Water
Feature

R

R

E = Existing Amenities
P = Planned for Construction
* = Specific park amenities not yet determined
R = Recommended Amenities
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R

R
R

Minimum Size Requirements
The following table summarizes minimum size requirements for the proposed amenity vision plan. These are based on
minimum size requirements developed in the Target Facilities and Amenity Service Delivery Models (pp. 75).

A
B

Park Name

Amenity

New - N/A
TOTAL
J.S. Johnson Park
TOTAL
New - N/A

Interactive Water Feature

C
D

TOTAL
New - N/A
TOTAL
New - N/A

E
TOTAL
New - N/A
F
TOTAL
New - N/A
G

H
I
J

TOTAL
Southbank Riverwalk Extension
TOTAL
New - N/A
TOTAL
New - N/A
TOTAL
New - N/A

K
TOTAL
New - N/A
L
TOTAL

Dog Run
Dog Run
Shaded Outdoor Seating
Dog Run
Dog Park
Multi-Purpose Lawn
Play Area
Multi-Purpose Sportscourt
Shaded Outdoor Seating
Interactive Water Feature
Multi-Purpose Lawn
Play Area
Shaded Outdoor Seating
Multi-Purpose Sportscourt
Dog Park
Dog Run
Multi-Purpose Sportscourt
Dog Run
Multi-Purpose Lawn
Play Area
Shaded Outdoor Seating

Minimum Size
Required (sf)
12000
12000
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
21780
8000
n/a
29780
12000
n/a
12000
12000
8000
n/a
20000
n/a
12000
12000
n/a
n/a
12000
12000
n/a
8000
n/a
n/a
8000

Total Minimum Acres

0.275
-

-

0.684

0.275

0.459
0.275
-

0.275

0.184
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3.2 Programming Strategy
Jacksonville’s existing parks network touches many parts of downtown,
but many of those parks sit idle for large amounts of time. To address this,
the parks’ outdoor programming can define the look and feel of individual
neighborhoods, yet be unified through the provision of activities and
amenities. Urban residents, workers, and shoppers increasingly expect robust
programming of public spaces, including safe places that provide some sort
of amenities. Our aim should be to exceed those expectations and surprise
them with offerings they can’t find anywhere else nearby. There is an innate
human desire for a feeling of community, and programming should provide
some of this—especially in a large city like Jacksonville.
Programming opportunities throughout Downtown Jacksonville are broadly
categorized as follows:
• Arts & Culture
• Fitness
• Hobbies
• Live Entertainment
• Markets & Festivals
Each category provides a range of options that vary by time of day, seasons,
intensity of activity, and, of course, demographic cohort. The overarching
goal is for downtown Jacksonville to feel busy and active, and to give all
user groups a multitude of reasons to visit at different times throughout the
year, season, or even the day. While individual parks—and the park system
taken together as a whole—can’t be all things to all people, it can certainly
provide a range of experiences.
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Note specifically that this is a conceptual programming strategy, which does
not consider a full market analysis or the capacity, willingness, and breadth
of potential programming partners. Similarly, budgets are conceptual in
nature—without full and/or accurate consideration of existing infrastructure,
partner contributions, and City staffing, and management capacity. Such
information is usually drawn from several months of stakeholder outreach,
programming partner consultation and negotiation, capacity building, and
operations and management plans to ensure stewards of the programs and
spaces are properly trained and in place.
That said, the conceptual recommendations here are gleaned from first-hand
interviews through public workshops, as well as online surveys and secondhand parks observations. We would expect, however, that a thorough
market analysis would result in dozens of distinct programs in Arts & Culture,
Fitness, Hobbies, and Live Entertainment. We wouldn’t expect to find partners
for all of these programs immediately; some of them may make more sense
over time, as programming strategies take root citywide. However, the range
of possibilities is quite broad.
There are a number of broad goals for Jacksonville’s downtown parks:
• The downtown programming strategy should provide attractions, activities,
and signature events for a wide range of residents, shoppers, workers,
visitors, etc. The result is the emergence of a Jacksonville “brand.”
• The brand and positioning strategy needs to align with local and national
trends regarding where people want to spend their free time. Put simply,
they want to spend time in places that feel authentic; that welcome families
but aren’t necessarily kid-centered; and have a variety of on-site options
for entertainment and activation that keep a destination from growing
stale.
• The most important of these continues to be a movement toward local
“authenticity”, although that term is very hard to define. When people
want something authentic, they are seeking a place-based experience.
Place-based experiences have a connection to local culture or history.
Jacksonville’s combination of cultural and natural amenities should be
featured in its programming. Partnering with community-based groups
and building relationships with local civic organizations to help them
grow and achieve their goals should be a priority. (Note: Presently, no
potential programming partners have been contacted to gauge interest
and capacity.)
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Parks Programming
The attached conceptual programming and activation matrix is a broadbased overview of the potential uses and programming partners for
various public spaces throughout downtown Jacksonville. Initial budgets for
launching such programs and amenities are included; however, these do
not include staffing or training costs, nor is there consideration for storage of
associated items. Most of the identified items can be quickly and easily put
in place to start establishing a new paradigm for activation of Jacksonville’s
existing parks.
Under the category of Arts & Culture, a number of existing parks can
capitalize on adjacencies to arts-related organizations to focus on arts
activities, music education, and live entertainment through music or
community theater. Among these, Jessie B. Smith Pocket Park and Ritz Pocket
Park can immediately begin programming through coordination with local
partners, such as the Florida Theater and Ritz Theater, respectively. Bay &
Broad Pocket Park and Water & Broad Pocket Park are both small parks
with limited immediately obvious programming partners—especially Water
& Broad with its under-highway location. For these, a rotating sculpture
exhibit is recommended, whereby visual interest is piqued with the realization
that passive and active use are unlikely. Water & Broad could also use the
highway infrastructure as part of a lighting strategy, again in the interest of
visual appeal.
Lift Ev’ry Voice and Sing Park is also expected to be a significant component
of Arts & Culture within Jacksonville’s downtown, but given the construction
schedule, it is not positioned to be a contributor in the very near term.
Building upon the success of Corkscrew Park, as part of Northbank
Riverwalk, Fitness & Wellness programming is often a well-used
programming strategy at various times of day throughout the year (even in
the very hot summer months). Gefen Park, given its proximity to the YMCA, is
a natural venue in which to partner with the Y to bring some of their activities
and programs to an outdoor setting. This could have the benefit of driving
increased membership to the Y, creating a synergistic, mutually reinforcing
relationship. There is also the added potential of incorporating river access
at this point, either with additional programming partners, and/or as part of
expanded YMCA offerings.
Brooklyn Park is another match for Fitness & Wellness, given its flat field
space and proximity to existing, new, and planned multifamily development.
With its proximity to the apartments, morning and evening fitness activities,
such as yoga, meditation, or pilates, would be a good fit and relatively easy
to institute via strategic partnerships with either retail operations or individual
instructors.
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Hobbies & Niche Interests is a broad category that includes special interests,
educational opportunities, and games. These are generally relatively easy
to establish and can be done with a range of programming partners, from
non-profits to retailers. Myrtle Avenue Park, for example, can be a venue
for environmental education, given the presence of McCoy Creek (the same
is true of Brooklyn Park as a secondary programming opportunity). Main
Street Pocket Park can take advantage of its proximity to the public library
and Museum of Contemporary Art to provide a reading room, art lectures,
and other passive, but participatory, programs. And, both J.S. Johnson
Park and James Weldon Johnson Park can target millennial and empty
nest demographics with games, whether “giant” versions, board games, or
table games (such as foosball or ping pong). The expectation is that James
Weldon Johnson Park will primarily attract lunchtime workers and after-work
happy hour crowds, whereas J.S. Johnson Park will most likely get its heaviest
use from residential populations in the evenings and on weekends—perhaps
also as part of happy hour events.
Lastly, Markets & Festivals are an aspirational programming category that
will be achievable in different spaces at difference scales. However, given
the focus on easier-to-implement programs at this point, such considerations
are to be discussed at a later date.

Plans Follow Strategies
The overarching programming strategy for downtown Jacksonville at this
stage is to implement and utilize quick “wins” that are easy to install and
maintain, and that will establish a new paradigm regarding park use and
programming. The addition of a parks programming manager is a significant
step forward, but managing expectations is key to the success of this role.
The public clearly has a desire for more programming and “things to do”;
fitness, games, and entertainment programming are all likely winners, based
on demographics. Programming is, and should be, constantly evolving,
as the specifics change over time. Developing these programs requires
someone to engage programming partners and then promote and market the
programming. Thus, stakeholder and public engagement will be a part of
this person’s role.
This sets out a programming strategy, but not necessarily a programming
plan. To do so would require a much more in-depth market analysis of what
is currently available “to do” in Jacksonville, and how the parks can fill
the gaps, both complementing and competing with other attractions and
amenities—downtown and regionally. From there, stakeholder outreach via
programming partners refines those programming concepts and turns them
into plans, based on partner, stakeholder, and user input.
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Action Items
With a relatively large number of parks under DIA’s purview, and the desire to make an immediate
quality impact through programming, it is best to consider priority parks where efforts can be enacted
quickly. Establishing the parks as focal points of downtown livability requires the initial implementation to
be impactful and highly visible “commercials.”
J.S. Johnson Park and James Weldon Johnson Park should be the first two priority parks, because they
are relatively high profile, exist in two different neighborhoods, provide adequate area, and serve
constituents who can create buzz at different times of day and different days of the week. James Weldon
Johnson Park caters primarily to downtown workers at lunchtime and after work—key happy hour time.
In a complementary way, J.S. Johnson Park targets primarily residential constituents who are more likely
to use the park in the morning and after work hours, as well as weekends. Both parks can accommodate
similar target activities, making procurement and management easier; this is especially important if there
is just a single person managing both.
Initial procurement budgets for each park is approximately $80,000. This is broken down roughly as
follows:
• $25,000 – furniture and fixtures
• $25,000 – carts & games
• $20,000 – audio/visual equipment for small performances, entertainment, etc.
• $10,000 – contingency allowance
Annual operations and programming costs, not including staffing, can range from $75,000 at a
minimum to as much as $250,000 for a heavily programmed park with more extensive events, festivals,
and the like. At this stage, downtown parks do not need the heavier programming allowance; the first
phase is to establish a new paradigm for parks’ contributions to the urban fabric and neighborhood
quality of life. That said, because this is still conceptual, the best approach may be to establish a
preliminary allowance and then strategize on how to most effectively spend those funds. This will also
allow for more flexibility in the earlier months to experiment with different programming efforts.
These annual programming costs will cover items such as supplies for art carts, hourly fees for instructors,
replacement parts and maintenance for games, and replacement of damaged or lost furniture, among
many other potential line items. As a specific example of a single-cost item, hosting “movies in the park”
costs approximately $6,000 to stage a single show. Doing just a weekly movie for a single month will,
therefore, cost $25,000, so it becomes evident how a budget can be easily impacted.
Identifying two priority parks for immediate “wins” makes the most sense to raise the profile of
Jacksonville’s parks and to attract programming partners and sponsors for further efforts. This will
redefine what Jacksonville parks can and will be to and for the public.
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The following table provides a summary of possible programming projects identified for to provide additional
activation in key parks. These projects represent high-impact, low-cost interventions that will provide additional
activation to parks within the DIA.
PARK NAME
Jessie B. Smith Pocket Park

PRIMARY FOCUS
Arts & Culture

Lift Ev’ry Voice and Sing Park

Arts & Culture

Myrtle Avenue Park

Hobbies & Niche Interests

Nature in your backyard, McCoy’s
Creek, kayak launch

Ritz Pocket Park

Arts & Culture, Live Entertainment

Lost and found history, a cappella,
community theater

Bay & Broad Pocket Park
Brooklyn Park

Arts & Culture
Hobbies & Niche Interests,
Fitness & Wellness

Main St. Pocket Park

Hobbies & Niche Interests

Water & Broad Pocket Park

Arts & Culture

Public art/sculpture
Nature in your backyard, McCoy’s
Creek, yoga, meditation, tai chi,
fitness
Book club, art lectures, knitting,
reading room
Public art/sculpture, lighting

Gefen Park

Fitness & Wellness

Family yoga, senior aerobics

J.S. Johnson Park

Hobbies & Niche Interests

James Weldon Johnson Park

Hobbies & Niche Interests

Corkscrew Park
Northbank Riverwalk

Fitness & Wellness
Live Entertainment,
Hobbies & Niche Interests
Live Entertainment,
Hobbies & Niche Interests

Giant Connect Four, giant Jenga,
Giant "Lego" play area; happy
hours
Board games, cornhole, foosball,
ping pong
Exercise equipment
Live performances, seating options,
boating
Live performances, seating options,
boating

Southbank Riverwalk
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EXAMPLE ACTIVITIES
Art supplies/art cart, music
education
Lost and found history

PARTNERS/SPONSORS
Florida Theater, River City Fine Arts
Academy
Durkeeville Historical Society,
Prime F. Osborn III Convention Center
Groundwork Jacksonville

Ritz Theater, LaVilla Museum,
Jacksonville Urban League,
Ritz Sounds & Vocal Performers
TBD
Groundwork Jacksonville,
Club Pilates
Museum of Contemporary Art,
public library
TBD
YMCA, DuPont Trust
TBD

Museum of Contemporary Art,
public library, corporate
Local business
TBD
TBD

BUDGET/ANNUAL OPERATING COST
$1,000 per art cart / $10,000 annually for supplies; music education with
programming partner
Programming in partnership with local history groups and as part of
opening amenities
Programming in partnership with local environmental groups, partnership
with local concessionaire, $50,000 for kayak launch and concessionaire
infrastructure
$10,000 for "park piano"; programming in partnership with local groups

$50,000 for rotating sculpture exhibits with Water & Broad Pocket Park
Programming partners to provide instruction; budget $6,000 annually for
potential hourly fee
$2,500 for reading room cart & books; programming partners to provide
instruction
$50,000 for rotating sculpture exhibits with Bay & Broad Pocket Park;
$50,000 for lighting display
Programming partners to provide instruction; budget $6,000 annually for
potential hourly fee
$4,500 for three giant games; budget for annual replacement

$5,000 for equipment & supplies; budget for annual replacement

Programming manager for live performances, $30,000 for chairs and
umbrellas
Programming manager for live performances, $30,000 for chairs and
umbrellas
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3.3 Existing Park Updates
Based on field inventory assessment, a set of park updates have been developed to increase the quality of the
existing parks within downtown. These recommendations aim to update the existing parks and provide the DIA with
an implementable set of improvements to enhance residents’ experiences of existing parks. Parks that are planned for
construction or existing parks slated to receive new master plans have been excluded, since amenities will be new
and in excellent condition.
The following parks have been excluded from this list of recommendations:
• Artist Walk
• Brooklyn Park
• St. John’s River Park (Friendship
Fountain)
• James Weldon Johnson Park

• Hogan’s Creek Greenway
Expansion
• Myrtle Avenue Park
• Ritz Pocket Park
• McCoy’s Creek Boulevard Park

• Lift Ev’ry Voice and Sing Park
• River’s Edge Parks
• McCoy at Riverwalk Park

Bay and Broad Pocket Park
• Add trash receptacles

Gefen Park
• Update benches to new
Riverwalk standard bench for
smaller maintenance footprint

Northbank Riverwalk RAM
• Replace benches to new
Riverwalk standard bench
• Stabilize Riverwalk edge to
prevent erosion and washout
• Restore planting and irrigation
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J.S. Johnson Park
• Replace cracked and broken
perimeter sidewalk
• Replace basketball court
• Replace play structures

Jessie B. Smith Park
• None – activation updates only

Jessie Ball Dupont Park
(Treaty Oak)
• Repair uplighting
• Allowance for future boardwalk
repair
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Southbank Riverwalk
• Replace in-ground lighting

St. John’s Marina
• Add benches
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Main St. Pocket Park
• Add park name signage
• Repair in-ground lighting

Northbank Riverwalk
• Replace benches to new
Riverwalk standard bench
• Stabilize Riverwalk edge to
prevent erosion and washout
• Restore planting and irrigation

Water & Broad St. Pocket Park
• Replace benches
• Replace trash receptacles
• Repair loose pavers
• Provide park name signage

Berkman Plaza Park
• Provide park name signage and
wayfinding with City logo
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Initiative 4: Develop
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4.1 New Park Opportunities
The Key Amenity Planning Scenarios (pp. 154–157) have identified multiple
new park opportunities. Additionally, two new parks in the Southbank district
are recommended not specifically to address amenity service gaps, but
rather to supplement park offerings within the neighborhood and enhance
connections to the Southbank Riverwalk.
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ADDRESSING
SERVICE GAPS
Brooklyn
1. Signature Park with interactive
water feature
2. Neighborhood Park with dog
park and shaded seating
LaVilla
3. Special Use Park with dog run
4. Signature Park, including dog
park, multi-purpose lawn and
play area
5. Neighborhood Park with
sportscourt and shaded seating
Central Core/Church
6. Signature Park with interactive
water feature, multi-purpose lawn,
and play area
Cathedral
7. Neighborhood Park with dog run,
multi-purpose lawn, play area,
and shaded outdoor seating
Southbank
8. Special Use Park with sportscourts
9. Special Use Park with dog park

NEIGHBORHOOD
ENHANCEMENT
Southbank
10. Establish new Neighborhood
Park along Riverplace Blvd.
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Initiative 5: Update
As downtown Jacksonville continues to grow and develop, it is imperative
that downtown codes and design standards are updated to reflect the
growing needs of the incoming population. By accounting for future growth,
the DIA can be prepared to work with new development in meeting needs
for local parks and connectivity.

Estimated Build-out Population
Population estimates for the “build-out” of the downtown Jacksonville
Central Business District (CBD) range from approximately 52,000 to 63,000
residents—at an average occupancy of 1.7 residents per unit—based on
the “Scenario 1” population analysis prepared by GAI (see Attachment 1,
Population Projections) and existing population estimates for the downtown
Jacksonville CBD provided by the DIA.

Existing Parkland
Existing parkland in downtown Jacksonville totals approximately 79 acres,
including The Riverwalk and Metropolitan Park. Another +/- 22 acres of
publicly owned lands have the potential to be redeveloped as parkland (see
Attachment 3, Parks Inventory).

Levels of Service
Level of service (LOS) metrics are quantitative measures used to determine
whether the recreation needs of a community are being met. The most
common metrics are Acreage LOS (to determine if a community has
enough parkland, and whether it is equitably distributed); Access LOS (to
determine if parks and facilities are easily accessible via preferred modes
of transportation, e.g., a 10-minute walk); and Facility LOS (to determine
if a community has enough facility capacity to meet residents’ needs, e.g.,
play areas or dog parks). Each of the three metrics is necessary to determine
need, but not sufficient by themselves.
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A modest Acreage LOS goal for the CBD is 2.5 acres per 1,000 population
(see Attachment 2, New York City Open Space Guidelines). For example,
the existing LOS for the Buckhead area of Atlanta is approximately 2.5
acres per 1,000 population, but is considered “under-parked” by many
community leaders. The current Acreage LOS in downtown is 12.8 acres of
parkland per 1,000 residents, based on the DIA estimate of 6,168 residents
downtown. If no additional parkland is added to the system, the LOS will
drop to 1.25 acres/ 1,000 population at buildout (63,000 pop). If the 22
acres of publicly owned land are developed as parks, the LOS will increase
to 1.6 acres/ 1,000, still well below the goal of 2.5 acres/ 1,000.

Role of Private Development in Meeting
Level of Service Goals
Communities use a variety of mechanisms to require developers to provide
additional parkland and amenities to meet the needs of new residents,
including incentives, land donations, and fees. The City of Jacksonville
currently requires large multi-family developments (over 99 units) to
provide 150 square feet (sf) of active recreation area per dwelling unit
(see Attachment 3, Recreation and Open Space Standards). Assuming
1.7 residents per unit, this equates to approximately 2 acres of additional
parkland per 1,000 residents.
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5.1 Draft Code Language
The City’s draft code language proposes that developers have the option to
pay a recreation fee in lieu of providing on-site recreation. Benefits to this
approach include:
• Developers can maximize the number of units that can be developed on
their property
• The City can use the fees to “improve, enhance, or expand” the
downtown public realm—to be used by thousands of residents and
visitors—rather than fund a private recreation amenity
One alternative that has been suggested is to mandate the fees, instead of
on-site recreation, with the option to provide “on-site recreation in lieu of” the
fees. This would allow the City to determine the best locations for additional
parkland and amenities that will attract and serve the most residents and
visitors, and provide the greatest return on investment. The City may also wish
to increase the required active recreation areas to 185 sf per unit to reflect
the increased LOS goal of 2.5 acres/1,000 population. Developers who
choose to opt out of the fees would be required to construct either private or
public recreation amenities as prescribed by the City.

5.2 Cost Recovery
While the City’s stated goal is not to recover 100% of costs, it may be
helpful to determine the actual percentage of costs recovered by proposed
recreation fees. Common alternatives for determining costs and appropriate
fees include:
• Estimate the full value of existing parkland and amenities within the City
of Jacksonville, divided by the total population served, to determine the
existing value (LOS) per capita or unit; this information may be available
in previous fee studies; or
• Estimate the value of the existing and proposed parks and trails within
the CBD, divided by the projected population (50,000 for example), to
determine estimated cost per capita or per unit.
Ultimately the City may wish to establish a cost-recovery goal as a basis for
the recreation fees.
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5.3 Summary of
Recommendations
1. Adopt a downtown Acreage LOS of 2.5 acres of parks and open spaces
per 1,000 residents or higher.
2. Adopt an Access LOS of a ½ mile (10-minute walk) maximum distance
from a residence to a developed park.
3. Develop an additional 60–70 acres of parkland in downtown, from both
existing publicly owned lands and new donations, leases, easements, or
acquisitions.
4. Revise the Land Development Code to require a recreation fee for every
unit constructed in downtown, with the option to build on-site recreation
amenities as agreed upon by the City.
5. Increase the on-site recreation requirement to 185 sf per unit to reflect the
increased LOS of 2.5 acres/1,000 population.
6. Evaluate the actual cost of developed parkland per acre, and base the
recreation fee on a desired percentage of cost recovery.
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Initiative 3:
Activate

Initiative 2:
Connect

Initiative 1:
Unify

Recommendations Summary
Location/Project

Recommendation

Tool

The Riverwalk parks

Unify parks under The Riverwalk umbrella to increase awareness
of parks connected to The Riverwalk

Naming
Conventions

The Riverwalk parks

Improve key entries to provide gateways into The Riverwalk parks CIP

The Riverwalk parks

Activate The Riverwalk through activation strategies:
performances, seating, and boating

CIP

Myrtle Avenue Park

Activate: Partnership with local kayak rental concessionaire;
provide kayak launch and concessionaire infrastructure

CIP

Cross-Southbank
Connector

Conduct study to 3-lane Prudential Avenue and implement cyclist
CIP
and pedestrian infrastructure

Flagler Avenue
Shared Street

Implement a Shared Street project along Flagler Ave.

CIP

Bay and Broad Park

Activate: Rotating sculpture exhibits
Updates: Add trash receptacles

CIP

Brooklyn Park

Activate: Programming partners to provide fitness & wellness
instruction

Operational
Costs

Gefen Park

Activate: Programming partners to provide fitness & wellness
instruction
Updates: Update benches

Operational
Costs, CIP

Northbank Riverwalk
RAM

Updates: Replace benches, stabilize Riverwalk edge, restore
planting and irrigation

CIP

James Weldon Johnson Activate: Provide boardgames and table games

J.S. Johnson Park

Jessie B. Smith Pocket
Park

Activate: Provide giant boardgames
Updates: Replace broken perimeter sidewalk, resurface
sportscourt, replace fencing, replace play structures
Enhancements: Add dog run
Activate: Provide art cart and supplies; Programming partners to
provide art and music education
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Operational
Costs
Operational
Costs, CIP
Operational
Costs, CIP

2.3 Long-Range Vision | Recommendations Summary

Location/Project

Recommendation

Initiative 3:
Activate

Jessie Ball Dupont Park
Updates: Repair uplighting, plan for future boardwalk repair
(Treaty Oak)

Tool
CIP

Myrtle Avenue Park

Activate: Programming in partnership with local groups

CIP

Ritz Pocket Park

Activate: Programming in partnership with local cultural groups;
Add “park piano”

CIP

Southbank Riverwalk

Updates: replace in-ground lighting; update benches
Enhancements: Add shaded outdoor seating

CIP

St. John’s Marina

Updates: Add benches

CIP

Activate: Programming partners to provide instruction; provide
Marina St. Pocket Park reading room cart and books
Updates: Add park name signage; repair in-ground lighting

CIP

Northbank Riverwalk

Updates: Update benches; stabilize Riverwalk edge; restore
planting and irrigation

CIP

Water & Broad St.
Pocket Park

Activate: Rotating sculpture exhibits; add lighting display
Updates: replace benches, trash receptacles, and loose pavers;
provide park name signage

Operational
Costs, CIP

Lift Ev’ry Voice and
Sing

Activate: Programming in partnership with local history groups
and as part of opening amenities

Operational
Costs

River’s Edge:
Central Park

Enhancements: Add dog park

CIP

Berkman Plaza Park

Updates: provide park name signage, benches, trash
receptacles, and dog amenities

CIP
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Initiative 3:
Activate

Location/Project

Recommendation

Establish a new signature park featuring an interactive water feature.
Suitable publicly owned property is not available within the area of
need for this key amenity. It is recommended to pursue establishment
New Signature Park
through either a joint-use agreement or land dedication during
future redevelopment activities, or through acquisition of additional
parkland. (pp. 154–155, A)
Establish a new neighborhood park featuring a dog park and shaded
New Neighborhood
outdoor seating on publicly owned property. This land is currently
Park
subject to agreements with adjacent residential development and
managed by RWSM. (pp.154–155, C)
Establish a dog run on publicly owned property. This land is currently
New Dog Run
in use by JSO for police k-9 unit training; however, it is expected to
become a park as part of the Emerald Trail system. (pp.154-155, D)
Develop a new signature park on publicly owned properties with
the following amenities: dog park, multi-purpose lawn, and play
New Signature Park
area. This land is currently partially allocated through the LaVilla
neighborhood Development Strategy to become a gateway entry
park into LaVilla. (pp.154–155, E)
Establish a new neighborhood park on publicly owned properties
New Neighborhood
with the following amenities: multi-purpose sportscourt and shaded
Park
outdoor seating. (pp.154–155, F)
Establish a new signature park within the Church District with the
following amenities: interactive water feature, multi-purpose lawn, and
New Signature Park
play area. Suitable publicly owned land is not available within the
area of need for these key amenities. (pp.156–157, G)
Establish a new special-use park on publicly owned land with a multiNew Special-Use Park purpose sportscourt. This land is currently owned by FDOT. (pp.156–
157, I)
Establish a dog park. Suitable publicly owned property is not
available within the area of need for this key amenity. While there is
publicly owned land nearby to the east (currently owned by JTA), the
New Dog Park
potentially available land is not suitable for creation of a dog park.
It is recommended to pursue acquisition of a portion of the Prudential
parking lot or adjacent properties for future use as a park. (pp.156–
157, J)

Tool

CIP

CIP

CIP

CIP

CIP

CIP

CIP

CIP

New Special-Use Park

Establish a new special use park at southeast Southbank including a
dog run and multi-purpose sportscourts. (pp. 156-157, K)

New Neighborhood
Park

Establish a new neighborhood park on publicly owned land in
the Cathedral district with the following amenities: dog run, multipurpose lawn, play area, and shaded outdoor seating. Portions of this
CIP
property are currently in use by JSO; however, undeveloped portions
are available for use as a park, as well as a vacant building fronting
N. Washington Street. (pp.156–157, L)
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CIP

Initiative 5:
Update

Initiative 4:
Develop

2.3 Long-Range Vision | Recommendations Summary

Location/Project

Recommendation

Tool

New Park

Establish new park along Riverplace Blvd.

CIP

Jacksonville DIA

Adopt a downtown Acreage LOS of 2.5 acres of parks and open
Policy
spaces per 1,000 residents or higher.

Jacksonville DIA

Adopt an Access LOS of ½ mile (10-minute walk) maximum
distance from a residence to a developed park.

Jacksonville DIA

Jacksonville DIA

Policy

Develop an additional 60–70 acres of parkland downtown, from
both existing publicly owned lands and new donations, leases,
Policy
easements, or acquisitions.
Revise the Land Development Code to require a recreation fee for
every unit constructed downtown, with the option to build on-site Policy
recreation amenities as agreed upon by the City.

Jacksonville DIA

Increase the on-site recreation requirement to 185 sf per unit to
reflect the increased LOS of 2.5 acres per 1,000 population.

Jacksonville DIA

Evaluate the actual cost of developed parkland per acre, and
Policy
base the recreation fee on a desired percentage of cost recovery.

Policy
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2.4 CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENTS
PLAN
The Capital Improvements Plan provides an
implementation tool to enact the recommendations
provided within this plan. Rough cost estimates developed
for the Capital Improvements Plan provide a roadmap
of future expenditures that DIA may undertake to reach
the goals in this plan. In addition to the cost estimates,
recommendations have been prioritized to aid in the
development of financial plans. This financial outlook into
the recommendations made within this plan provides a
framework for the future investment of DIA funds.
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Capital Improvements Plan
The Capital Improvements Plan provides capital costs for budget development and implementation of
recommendations offered within this plan. Capital costs cover two categories of expenses for the DIA: Activate
costs refer to investments in supplies and improvements necessary for programming, whereas Enhance costs reflect
improvements recommended through the Amenity Vision Plan. Site-specific costs have been assigned to each
existing property, while system-wide improvements or improvements to properties not currently within the parks
system are organized based on the initiative under which they fall.
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Park Name
Artist Walk
Bay and Broad Pocket Park
Brooklyn Park
Gefen Park
St. John's River Park (Friendship Fountain)
Northbank Riverwalk RAM
James Weldon Johnson Park
Hogan's Creek Greenway Expansion
J.S. Johnson Park
Jessie B. Smith Pocket Park
Jessie Ball Dupont Park (Treaty Oak)
Myrtle Avenue Park
Ritz Pocket Park
Southbank Riverwalk
St. John's Marina
Main St. Pocket Park
St. John's Park
McCoy's Creek Boulevard Park
Northbank Riverwalk
Water & Broad St. Pocket Park
Lift Ev'ry Voice and Sing Park
River's Edge: NW Riverfront Park
River's Edge: Central Park
River's Edge: NE Riverfront Park
River's Edge: Marshfront Park
McCoy at Riverwalk Park
Berkman Plaza Park
Other
Unify
Connect
Activate
Develop
Update
GRAND TOTAL

Capital Improvement Total
$$$$$$$$$3,800.00
$1,000.00
$$$10,000.00
$27,000.00
$$2,500.00
$$$$50,000.00
$$$23,100.00
$$$$11,700.00
$$180,000.00
$1,744,500.00
$4,015,862.50
$177,250.00
$$6,246,712.50
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Operational Costs refer to
recurring expenses associated
with programming and activation
of parks. These costs include only
assumed annual replacement costs,
costs for staffing have not been
included within this cost summary.
Operational Costs provide a
baseline operational budget for
programming recommendations
determined within this plan. Actual
costs will evolve as the downtown
grows and other programming and
activation opportunities are explored
and developed.

2.3 Long-Range Vision | Capital Improvements Plan

Park Name
Operational Cost Total
Artist Walk
$Bay and Broad Pocket Park
$25,000.00
Brooklyn Park
$6,000.00
Gefen Park
$6,000.00
St. John's River Park (Friendship Fountain)
$Northbank Riverwalk RAM
$James Weldon Johnson Park
$5,000.00
Hogan's Creek Greenway Expansion
$J.S. Johnson Park
$4,500.00
Jessie B. Smith Pocket Park
$10,000.00
Jessie Ball Dupont Park (Treaty Oak)
$Myrtle Avenue Park
$Ritz Pocket Park
$Southbank Riverwalk
$St. John's Marina
$Main St. Pocket Park
$St. John's Park
$McCoy's Creek Boulevard Park
$Northbank Riverwalk
$Water & Broad St. Pocket Park
$25,000.00
Lift Ev'ry Voice and Sing Park
$River's Edge: NW Riverfront Park
$River's Edge: Central Park
$River's Edge: NE Riverfront Park
$River's Edge: Marshfront Park
$McCoy at Riverwalk Park
$Berkman Plaza Park
$Other
$Unify
$Connect
$Activate
$Develop
$Update
$GRAND TOTAL
$81,500.00
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Additionally, the following capital
costs under the Update category
cover improvements to existing parks
based on inventory evaluation and
fall under the obligation of the Parks
department rather than the DIA.

Park Name
Capital Improvement Total
Artist Walk
$1,500,000.00
Bay and Broad Pocket Park
$1,800.00
Brooklyn Park
$Gefen Park
$6,000.00
St. John's River Park (Friendship Fountain)
$Northbank Riverwalk RAM
$113,800.00
James Weldon Johnson Park
$Hogan's Creek Greenway Expansion
$J.S. Johnson Park
$163,296.00
Jessie B. Smith Pocket Park
$Jessie Ball Dupont Park (Treaty Oak)
$168,000.00
Myrtle Avenue Park
$Ritz Pocket Park
$Southbank Riverwalk
$260,000.00
St. John's Marina
$8,000.00
Main St. Pocket Park
$5,000.00
St. John's Park
$McCoy's Creek Boulevard Park
$Northbank Riverwalk
$733,750.00
Water & Broad St. Pocket Park
$80,300.00
Lift Ev'ry Voice and Sing Park
$River's Edge: NW Riverfront Park
$River's Edge: Central Park
$River's Edge: NE Riverfront Park
$River's Edge: Marshfront Park
$McCoy at Riverwalk Park
$Berkman Plaza Park
$Other
$Unify
$Connect
$Activate
$Develop
$Update
$GRAND TOTAL
$3,039,946.00
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Recommendations Prioritization
The following recommendations prioritization matrix provides a guide for
prioritization of projects recommended within this plan. For the purposes of
this BID Strategy Update, the prioritization matrix includes only costs to be
funded through the DIA. Some project costs could not be developed without
further investigation and development of programming strategies; these costs
have also been omitted from the prioritization matrix. Projects within the
matrix have been organized in order of priority.
Priority has been given to projects that serve to activate existing parks
focused around programming strategies, followed by projects from the
amenity vision plan to cover gaps within the existing system, and finally
broader visioning and master plans. On a more fine grain scale, projects
that have the greatest impact for existing populations and developed areas
are a higher priority than those contingent on implementation of future
development and parks projects.
Operational costs related to programming strategies have been marked as
ongoing projects and should be funded at all priority levels.
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James Weldon Johnson
Equipment and supplies*

$5,000

Riverwalk
Improved seating for performances
Jessie B. Smith Pocket Park
Art Cart
Main St. Pocket Park
Reading room cart & books
Jessie B. Smith Pocket Park
Programming partners for art and
music education*
Water & Broad
Lighting display
Bay & Broad/Water & Broad
Rotating sculpture exhibits*
Gefen Park
Programming partners to provide
fitness & wellness instruction; annual
hourly fee*
Brooklyn Park
Programming partners to provide
fitness & wellness instruction; annual
hourly fee*
Myrtle Ave
Kayak launch and concessionaire

$30,000

Ritz Pocket Park
Park piano
New Neighborhood Park (L)
Dog run, multi-purpose lawn, play
area, shaded outdoor seating
New dog run (D)
J.S. Johnson Park
Add dog run
Southbank Riverwalk
Shaded outdoor seating

$10,000

$1,000
$2,500

Priority 3

Cost
$4,500

Priority 2

Projects
J.S. Johnson Park
Provide giant boardgames*

Priority 1

02 PARK ASSESSMENT AND PLAN

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Notes
Identified as priority park for programming
(p. 167) – targets primarily residential
constituents likely to use parks in the
morning, after work hours, and weekends
Identified as priority park for programming
(p. 167) – caters to workers at lunchtime
and after work; key happy hour time
High visibility "win" to generate interest and
traffic into downtown

x
x

$10,000
x
$50,000
$50,000

x
x

$6,000
x

x

x

$6,000
x

x

$50,000
x
x

$238,338
x
$3,800
$3,800
$27,000

x

x

* = On-Going Projects
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x

Moderate-use park lower priority than other
programming recommendations

Contingent on McCoy's Creek Phase II
schedule
Phase I to be completed end of 2022
Contingent on McCoy's Creek Phase II
schedule
Phase I to be completed end of 2022
Contingent on Ritz Pocket Park master plan
implementation
New park at Cathedral – residential
neighborhood with limited existing park
service
Build with Emerald Trail improvements

At Southbank Riverwalk Expansion - to
coincide with new construction

New Special Use Park (I)
Multi-purpose sportscourt

$57,500

Riverwalk Gateway Master Plan

$150,000

Flagler Avenue Shared Street
Design & Permitting
Implementation

$1,644,500

Cross Southbank Connector
3-Lane Study
New Special Use Park (K)
Dog park, multi-purpose sportcourt

$50,000

New Signature Park (A)
IWF, Restrooms

Priority 3

Priority 2

Notes

x
x
x
x
x
x

Possible joint-use agreement

Implement with additional
residential in Brooklyn
Implement with LaVilla plan, key
strategic park
Implement with LaVilla plan

x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

$62,963
x
$550,000
x

New Signature Park (G)
$694,000
Restroom, IWF, multi-purpose lawn, play area
New Riverplace Ave.
Neighborhood Park

Priority 1

Projects
Cost
McCoy at Riverwalk Park
$23,100
Add dog park
Berkman Plaza Park
$11,700
Formalize dog park
New Dog Park (J) - Land Acquisition
$265,000
New Special Use Park (K) - Land Acquisition $440,200
New Signature Park (A) - Land Acquisition
$350,000
New Signature Park (G) - Land Acquisition
$585,200
New Neighborhood Park (C)
$83,663
Dog park, shaded outdoor seating
New Signature Park (E)
$264,788
Dog park, multi-purpose lawn, play area
New Neighborhood Park (F)
$83,370
Multi-purpose sportscourt, shaded outdoor
seating
New Dog Park (J)
$57,788

x

$141,800
x

Contingent on acquisiton of portion
of Prudential lot
Contingent on agreement with
FDOT; increased residential
population in Southbank
Greatest impact – increased
visibility of Riverwalk
Connects Riverwalk to Treaty Oak
including non-residential uses
Design & Permitting $214,500;
Implementation $1,430,000
Impact relies on new residential in
Southbank
Contingent on land acquisition or
joint-use agreement with FDOT;
implement as Southbank population
increases
Contingent on finding land for this
amenity – joint-use agreement or
acquisition
Contingent on land acquistion in
Church district; implement as new
population enters area
Impact relies on new residential in
Southbank; design may be impacted
by recommendations from Riverwalk
Gateway Master Plan
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